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Dr. Edwards to end MP tenure this month
By Maggie West
and Maya James

“T

Dr. Everett L. Edwards II,
MP’s acting principal since
September 2011.

he remembrance
that I’ll have with
Morgan Park is what is called a
‘swan song,’” Dr. Everett Edwards
said. “Everything goes beautifully,
violins come out and play, and
there are women who come out
in long flowing gowns and dance;
that’s what I’ll remember.”
Dr. Edwards, the school’s
acting principal, is completing his
final days of his tenure at Morgan
Park. Chicago Public Schools
(CPS) restricts an acting principal
to serve a maximum 100-day
term in a school year, and approximately midway through
this month, Edwards’s will have
reached that time.
Edwards has been employed
in the education field for 35 years.
“I began...as a classroom
teacher, a special education
teacher,” he said. “I did that for
about 12 years. During that time
I earned my master’s degree in
educational leadership, which

allowed me to obtain an administrator position.”
Edwards first became a principal at Bird Community Academy. He was a principal there for
10 years. Afterwards, he served
as assistant to the president of
the Chicago Principal and Administration Association (CPAA)
for seven years. He was then
asked to become principal at
the School of Entrepreneurship,
one of four small schools located
in the South Shore High School
campus.
Edwards, who was looking toward retirement after his
lengthy career, was then appointed by the Far South Side Network
Chief of Schools, Harrison Peters,
to fill in at MP as the acting principal until the Local School Council
elected a contract principal. He
was introduced to the staff at an
after-school meeting held the first
week of September in 2011.
At the time, it was hoped
that one of the two remaining
candidates for principal--Assistant
Principal Remy Washington and
Vice Chancellor of Develop-

ment at City Colleges of Chicago
Michael Daigler--would be chosen
to fill the position, so it was
assumed that the appointment
would be brief.
“After five years of being a
principal at the School of Entrepreneurship, I was asked to come
to Morgan Park [during my preparation for retirement] for what was
supposed to be four weeks of
[serving as] an acting principal,”
he said, looking back on what
grew to a nearly 17-month term.
His official retirement arrived
at the close of the past school
year on June 30, but he accepted
a contract to continue in the
position to allow for administrative continuity. Had he left then,
CPS would have appointed
another person in the position,
as the LSC is, again, begun the
challenging process of electing a
principal--their fourth attempt in
20 months.
“The LSC is not yet close
to choosing a new principal,”
Edwards said. “The selection pool
reopened about two, three weeks
ago. The goal of the LSC is to

have a principal by mid-March.”
Even though that leaves only
a two or three month gap without
a contract principal, it’s likely that
another temporary administrator
will be placed at the helm.
“It is expected that [MP] will
have another acting principal
in between my leaving and the
selection of a new principal,”
Edwards said.
When Edwards initially
arrived at MP, he admitted to having one surprise.
“When I first came here, my
initial shock was the number of
students that were here,” he said,
as his South Shore school had little
more than a third of the student
population. “After that, everything
became much more comfortable.”
Despite having to put off his
true retirement for so long, he
does not regret taking on the difficult role and hopes that the next
contract principal will be in it for
the long haul.
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Track E and R to be eliminated in favor of unified calendar
CPS seeks input
for next year’s
calendar

C

INSID E

hange appears to be
the only thing that
remains constant in the Chicago
public schools.
Since August, Chicago
public schools have endured a
tumultuous year. First, there was
the extended 7.5 hour school
day, which was later changed
to 7.25 hours for high schools.
Then, students had a shortened
Wednesday schedule, including
an advisory period, to having
every day end at 3 p.m. with no
advisory whatsoever.
Another bump in the road
was due to the seven-day Chicago Teachers Union (CTU) strike
in September, which the Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) decided to
recoup by eliminating the first

Perhaps one of the most important questions posed of the 10
on the CPS calendar survey is the one to determine when the
school year begins and ends. (Source: Chicago Public Schools)
week of the fall intersession.
Although it won’t happen
until next year, the school board
is looking to change the CPS
calendar, eliminating the two that
are currently used: Track E and
Track R.
The teachers union and the
school board have begun to
create a unified school calendar
for the 2013-2014 school year,
according to a CPS press release
on December 14.

“This calendar will eliminate multiple track schedules,
giving students across the
District the same start and end
dates and days off,” the press
release states. “This will be of
great benefit to families who
currently have students enrolled
in both Track E and Track R
schools.”
There are 244 elementary
and high schools which currently
employ the Track E, or “year-
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round” schedule, which opened
the year on Monday, August 13.
There are 334 which opened their
year on Tuesday, September 4
(the day after Labor Day). Charter
schools (96 campuses) and contract schools (seven campuses)
have their own start dates.
Morgan Park joined approximately 200 schools that were using the Track E calendar in August
2010.
The new calendar apparently won’t simply be published
without some of the stakeholders’
input, as has historically been the
case.
“In order to fully engage the
community on the development
of the new calendar, we are asking parents and students for their
feedback so that what results is
a unified schedule that is in the
best interest of all CPS families,”
the press release states.
The SurveyMonkey questionnaire, which is linked to the CPS
website, features nine questions
and one comment space, all for

parents, students, teachers, and
administrators.
One asks which type of
school calendar is preferred: one
starting in mid-August and ending in late May/early June, one
starting in late August and ending
in mid-June, and one that starts
after Labor Day and ending in
mid-June/late June.
Two other questions ask
when teachers should have their
professional development days,
since these meetings are held
when students are not in school.
Three more questions deal
with intersessions, asking how
many there should be, as well as
the duration of each. Track E currently has three (fall, two-weeks;
winter, three-weeks; spring,
one-week), while Track R has only
two (winter, two-weeks; spring,
one-week).
Participants are asked to
complete the survey by this
Friday, January 11, 2013. A child’s
student ID number must be input
in order to complete the survey.
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It’s your fault for MP’s Level 3 probation
By Emma Bradley
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inally, the widely-held
perception is true.
Morgan Park High School, now a
Level 3, must be a terrible school-right?
For the last decade or more,
people have almost gleefully announced that MP is getting bad,
it’s not nearly what it was back in
the day, and that you should get
out of this place right as soon as
you can. And some have, as enrollment has declined from over
2300 twelve years ago, to around
1450 today.
If you’re curious as to what
Level 3 probation means, it is
that Morgan Park has joined the
ranks of what the Chicago Board
of Education deems “underperforming” schools; MP has not
been cultivating enough aca-

EMPEHI News encourages readers to express their opinions or respond to stories,
editorials or columns by writing letters to
the editor. All letters must have a name and
division number. We reserve the right to edit
all letters for mechanics, length, and content.
Please submit responses with name and division to Mr. Majeske or any member of the
newspaper, or to KEMajeske@cps.edu.

demic growth in areas such as
PSAE math and reading scores,
ACT scores, freshmen on-track
to graduate, and International
Baccalaureate (IB) and AP testing
success.
Schools earn points for success using a number of “metrics”
which gauge how well a school is
performing, and in many of the
areas listed above, MP’s fouryear “trend” suggests a bit of a
decline, enough to push us off of
Level 2 status.
What has brought us to this
level? Is it the teachers? Administration? Students? Parents? The
community?
So who is really to blame?
Go look in the mirror. The fact is,
it’s your fault.
Let’s start with the teachers.
There are some students who
complain about their teachers, including high-level and AP
teachers, who have been chosen
to teach their classes. Some say
they are not prepared to succeed
on the many standardized tests
they face every year. They say MP
should be more selective with
whom is chosen to teach certain
subjects.
It’s been said that the Sophomore Class, last year’s freshmen,
earned too many failing grades.
Perhaps if faculty would have
stepped in, then the current problems could have been resolved.
Early intervention should definitely be considered this year and
next year in order to ensure that

Morgan Park High School
1744 West Pryor Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60643
Dr. Everett L. Edwards, Acting Principal
Remy Washington, Assistant Principal
EMPEHI News is a student publication of Morgan
Park High School whose goal is to inform the
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the students will stop getting F’s
and get better grades.
A few parents and students
have shouted about the lack of
books in some classes, having no
teacher in others, and enduring
programming changes much of
the early part of the school year.
Others have complained that
MP needs a contract principal
to get things back on track. It’s
the Local School Council’s job to
do that, but through a series of
selection processes, they’ve been
unable to get one. And now,
with Dr. Everett Edwards being
required to leave, another acting
principal will likely be seated
soon.
Teachers and administrators are charged with operating
schools, so it’s all their responsibility, thus their fault, right? The
students can’t be to blame for
where we are since they have to
work under these conditions.
But consider this:
Have you been in a fight or
hung around watching and taking
pictures of it for your Facebook
page? You don’t care.
How often do you arrive to
class late? It shouldn’t happen
ever, now since we have a fiveminute passing period. But look
in the hall, even minutes after the
tardy bell. Nope, you don’t care.
Have you made the honor
roll? You can make it if you don’t

have any D’s
or F’s. How
many did the
first quarter?
Not even 200
students made
the cut. You
really don’t care
about yourself,
much less the
school.
Have you
gone around
telling other
people that
they shouldn’t
attend Morgan
Park, ignoring
anything that’s
good about
the school.
You don’t care,
If you’ve been associated with MP--students,
either.
And there parents, teachers, administrators--over any of
the last four years, honestly ask yourself what
is plenty of
you’ve done to help the school.
good at this
school, offering
numerous educational proMP offers many AP classes
grams, various AP classes, lots of
including AP Literature and Comextracurriculars, and competitive
position, AP Calculus, AP Macrosports teams, all of which add up
economics, AP English Language
to great opportunities and bright
and Composition, AP Psychology,
futures. MP offers highly-regarded and AP Statistics, and is planning
academic programs such as the
to create and deliver new AP
IB Middle Years Program (IBMYP),
classes.
the IB Diploma program, the Aca- Please turn to page 3 for
demic Center program (AC), and
WORK TOGETHER
the World Language and International Studies program (WLIS).
TO MAKE IT RIGHT

DR. EDWARDS’ DEPARTURE
continued from page 1

“I loved being here at
Morgan Park,” Edwards said. “It
was an exceptional environment.
I believe that it’s time to pass the
torch and it’s time for something
new. This seat is for someone
who can be here for the full four
years, and I’m unable to do that.”
Since MP has been put
on academic probation, due
to the Level 3 status, Edwards
see a bright future ahead for
MP.
“Morgan Park was one of
CPS’s high-performing high
schools,” he said. “The situation has put us on alert, and in
the next three years, I see us
being back on top and exceeding the expectations.”
Ironically, since his retirement, Edwards has since been
receiving many employment
opportunities.
“I’ve been asked to teach
at a university, be a consultant
for another school system, and
it’s pretty probable that when
this 100-day expiration hits, I’ll
have another opportunity to be
an acting principal someplace
else,” he said.
Over the course of his
tenure, Edwards has been
slighted due to something out
of his control, that being his
title; more specifically, that of
being an “acting” principal.
Some have suggested that this
designation doesn’t mean he is
really the principal.
“That’s an everyday thing,”
Edwards said. “I’ve gotten it
from students, teachers, and
parents, who really don’t know
any better. It’s an excuse that
some folks use to not push

Faculty members prepare to enjoy a Christmas buffet,
provided by Dr. Everett Edwards, the acting principal, and
Assistant Principal Remy Washington. Food from Portillo’s
was served during the lunch periods in the Social Room.
themselves. ‘I don’t have a leader
here I can do whatever I want’ or
‘I don’t have a principal, so who
cares.’ I have the same authorities
of a contract principal. The only
distinction is that I do not have a
four-year contract.”
Did it bother him?
“Honestly, it used to annoy
me,” he said, “but in the end, I
know I provided the leadership
that MP needed.”
Many people have mixed
emotions with Edwards’s imminent departure.
“It’s bittersweet,” Assistant
Principal Remy Washington said.
“I’ve learned a lot from him, but I
also know he is looking forward to
retirement.”
Washington reflected on his
being here as a helpful learning
experience.

“I’ve learned a lot, in particular to always be an advocate for students,” Washington
said. “We need to make sure
that we always have the students’ best interests at heart.”
With the hope of a new
contract principal comes the
possibility of a new administrative team, and Washington
believes that this future will be
filled with change.
“It should be an exciting
time for us here to see the new
candidates,” the assistant principal said, regarding the LSC
principal selection process.
“There’s the possibility of getting a new principal, [and] they
can bring in [a] new administration. That’s one of the things
that should be interesting;
there should be big changes.”
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Reborn club hopes to improve MP
By Richard Chambers

A

revamp of the Kiwanis
Educated Youth Club,
or KEY Club, emerged last year
at Morgan Park High School with
a new name: Motivated People
Helping Society (MPHS).
Yardayn Watkins, a junior at
Morgan Park who initiated the
reborn extracurricular in October
2011, hopes increased awareness
and participation in the organization will make MP a better place.
“As a student at Morgan
Park, I have seen a lot of things I
want to improve upon...” he said.
“I knew I couldn't do it alone, so
I assembled a group of students
who felt the same about our
school and created MPHS.”
So he, along with Assistant
Principal Remy Washington,
devised the idea of organizing a
group of well-mannered, civicminded students.
As a former president of the
KEY Club during her time as a
student here at MP back in the
1990s, Washington wants to return the school to its former glory.
“I wish there were more service clubs for our school today,”

she said.
Many teachers agree. They
feel that students need structure
in their lives and helping others would be just the thing they
need.
Data coordinator and former
teacher Gerald Moore, who also
sponsored the KEY Club years
ago, said the organization is a
great way to volunteer your time
to assist those in need.
“The Key Club was a philanthropic organization for students
that wanted to help others...a
service club if you will,” he said.
Social sciences teacher Brian Patrick, also a former sponsor
for the KEY Club, said, “The KEY
Club had over 5,000 chapters
nationwide. They raised money
for charities, natural disasters,
Iodine Deficiency Disorder,
and Spastic Paralysis. Key Club
members did this by bell ringing
in the winter, collecting food for
pantries, volunteering in soup
kitchens and organizing coat
drives.”
Social sciences teacher Alvin
James, the current sponsor of
MPHS, said he hopes to build
a foundation of support for stu-

Students of the Month

dents and the
community.
Key Club is a coeducational service orga- into effect until 1925.
nization for high school students,
Two men in the Sacramento Kiwanis club,
“Morgan
Park has a fine
organized and sponsored who were high school administrators, aptradition of
by a Kiwanis club.
proached their club with the idea of a junior
motivating
In California dur- service club in the high school, to be patterned
students
ing the twenties, high after Kiwanis and to have its own classificato do
school fraternities tions based on school interests and to hold
good
were in their hey- luncheon meetings.
things,”
day. Educators
The plan was presented to the Board of
he said.
and others were Education upon the principal’s request, and fol“For exconcerned with lowing its approval, the first Key Club meeting
ample,
the troublesome was held early in May 1925. The Sacramento
our club
side of these High School Key Club is still in existence today.
is trying
groups and sought
Since May of 1925, Key Club continues to
to find a
some means of replac- grow rapidly. There are now clubs located
way to raise
ing them with more whole- throughout North America and the Caribbean
funds to help
some activity for youth.
area. In these groups, thousands of students
keep the Blue
The idea of junior service clubs, similar are receiving training in leadership and service.
House, the
to Kiwanis and other civic clubs, surfaced in
youth center
1924, but the actual application was not put SOURCE: www.keyclub.org
across the
street, open
for kids in the community. That's
a good thing!”
was held in November 2011, had
of the children enrolled come
MPHS has run into some
guest speakers from Black Star
from less fortunate families or
difficulty with publicity due to the
Magazine and in-state colleges
troubled homes.
and universities, including RoosThe governing structure for
fact that it has the same acronym
as the school. The group has held
evelt, DePaul, University of Illinois
MPHS to date is Yardayn Watkins
two events since its commenceat Chicago, and Chicago State.
(president), Richard Chandler Jr.
ment in the fall of 2011: a toy
During May and June 2012,
(vice president), Ahnnyshia Hibler
drive and a college night.
a toy drive was held for the Teddy (secretary), and Maggie West
Bear Day Care Center where most (treasurer).
The college night, which

Seniors need to be aware of deadlines
By Terri Mathus
and Kelly Cook

A

Students of the Month (November): Marcell Ellis (7th), Kayla
Holmes (8th), Kayla Armour (freshman), AmyLynn Nelson
(sophomore), Ahnnyshia Hibler (junior), and Roy Banks
(senior). The new celebration of students was instituted last
month, where teachers were asked to submit a brief narrative
to nominate a student. Nominees are expected to consistently
improve their work, have a good work ethic, good attendance,
and have no discipline issues. Although the names of December
students have already been submitted, those for the January list
are to be submitted no later than today, January 9.

s senior year might
be very exciting, a
lot of responsibilities come
with it. Senior deadlines and
requirements are quickly
approaching, and seniors
need to make sure they stay
aware of upcoming events.
At this midpoint of the
year, many seniors should
have already applied to colleges for early admission.
They should've also started
applying for scholarships. If
these upperclassmen need
additional information for
scholarships, they can ask their
counselors for scholarship
packets or visit websites to
help with financial guidance.
Adriane Hanes, the Academic Center coordinator and
high school counselor, feels
that seniors should act on decisions as soon as possible.
“Start FAFSA as soon

as it is available,” Hanes said.
“It becomes available on New
Year’s. Also, by May 1st, students
need to have a solid decision
as to where to go [to college].
Enrollment deposits are between
$100-$300.”
Senior Board and Senior
Class sponsor Katrina Richards
has been stressing how attendance and behavior play a big
role in senior activities.
“[Seniors] must go to class,
and they must go to class on
time,” Richard said. "Students
with horrible attendance will not
be allowed to participate in senior
activities. Students with discipline
problems will not attend senior
activities.”
Student debt is also a big
problem. Debt accumulates from
a long list of fees and missing
school property: temporary ID's,
lost books, annual student activity fees, sports fees, registration
fees, and more. Not paying these
debts can also hinder the graduation process.

“Senior debts must be
paid before seniors can even
start purchasing things for
senior activities,” Richard said.
“Seniors should know all dates
and prices. Seniors received a
letter and the letter is online
[on the Morgan Park website].
Everything that deals with fees
and college, they need to stay
aware. They should be looking
out for posters, mailings, and
online [bulletins] to stay on
track.”
Senior Board President Michael Smith has mixed feeling
on how senior plans are going.
“To some extent, I feel a
little discouraged because of
a slight lack of senior involvement," Smith said, ''but then
again, the Senior Board still is
a great team of both executive
members and representatives

Please turn to page 4 for

SENIOR
DEADLINES

EDITORIAL: WORK TOGETHER TO MAKE IT RIGHT
continued from page 2

You would think with all of
the opportunities students have
that they would be exceeding
in every area, but it’s almost like
some just don’t want to even try.
Amazingly, there is something of
a divisive issue between “regular” students and those who are
in those selective programs or
simply want to do well.
Most of the AC and IB
students are in the top rank in
each class level. AC students, in
particular, have excelled in many
areas and passed AP tests. Not
to brag, but this is coming from
someone who received a 4 on the
AP Economics test, along with fel-

low AC student Cashmere Cozart,
and others.
Ironically, this type of success
is played down and even openly
mocked by some. There seems
to be a type of atmosphere that
doing well is just for nerds and
geeks.
Not surprisingly, this is precisely the type of thinking that will
only serve to completely destroy
this school. And is that what you
really want? To look back someday after you graduate, and say,
“Oh, yeah, I went to Morgan
Park, that school that they finally
closed down because they were
no good.” What will that say

about you?
At Harlan, one of my sister’s teachers was showing the
students a list of top schools
that they should apply to if they
decided to leave the school. MP
was on the list, and she told the
eighth graders that they shouldn’t
send applications to MP because
we are an awful school and we’ve
been going downhill for some
time now. She said we didn’t have
any hope anymore. And that’s
coming from a school that has
been on probation for 17 years!
However, that’s the perception people outside the school
have, courtesy of what we have

done here. When do we make the
10 o’clock news? When something bad happens, like the pointless chaos at that Simeon game in
the fall.
By the way, this will be MP’s
first year on probation, not like
Simeon’s nine years, or Corliss’
11 years, or or Fenger’s 17 years.
These are the other local schools
that students can choose from.
Some point to Julian as being
a choice, now that they rose to
Level 2 status--but they are still on
probation (they’ll have to be on
Level 2 or better for two years to
get removed from the list). If you
want to go there, maybe you’ll

help get their ACT composite up
from 15.5 (nearly a point higher
than it was the year before). The
composite for MP is 18.1.
Even though we’re on Level
3 probation, with hard work from
the students and faculty, we can
rise up and become the school we
really are and have been. MP is
full of intellectual beings, but we
all have to look at each other and
decide if we really care about this
school, and in actuality, our selves.
If we do, we may once again
be “proud of [MP’s] glorious
name,” as the school song proclaims. If not, what school will you
tell people you graduated from?
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Four honored at Chicago State
during special scholars reception

N

ine MP students were
invited to attend
the first annual Chicago State
Scholars reception.
Four of our students (Lisa Barbee, Angelica Collins, Derek Rogers, and Iesha Griffin), along with
International Baccalaureate (IB)
coordinator Morgan Mudron and
Assistant Principal Remy Washington, attended the three-hour
event that featured the MP choir
singing the national anthem and
another piece later in the night.
The vocalists and chorale director Gabrielyn Foster received great
praise from the university’s vice
president, commending the group's
talent and they way the director is
constantly teaching and caring for
her students.
While CSU honored IB, Advanced Placement (AP), and honors
students from throughout the
Chicago Public Schools, only select
students were granted admis-

sion that evening: seniors Rogers,
Collins, and Barbee received this
honor.
Furthermore, Collins received
one of only two scholarships
awarded from CSU's College of
Education, a renewable four-year,
$500-per-year award.
Approximately 300 people
were in attendance; there was a
light reception, followed by AP
coordinator Mark Klemish and
long-time educator Dr. Cynthia
Barron who were featured speakers who spoke eloquently about
these students’ drive and talent,
and the parents and teachers who
support them.
“It was a wonderful celebration of academic achievement
and hard work,” Mudron said.
“Our students--along with many
others--received recognition for
the immense amount of dedication they have shown to their
studies.”
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Organization promotes Christmas awareness
Contributed by
DeJuana Joseph

T

Teacher and MySpace4Christ sponsor DeJuana Joseph, Bria
Brown (president), Blessing Ikoro (secretary and webmaster),
Noelle Klyce (vice president). Not pictured: Jasmine Johnson
(coordinator), and Aliex Boey.

he students of the
school organization
MySpace4Christ presented their
ideas for spreading the gospel
of Christ in December during
the celebration of Christmas.
In past years, the group’s
membership created posterboards of the Christmas story,
stood on 112th and Vincennes
Avenue, soliciting honking car
horns by drivers that love Jesus.
The students also distributed
bibles and selected gospel tracts.
This year, group members
agreed to witness within the
school building. In addition to
the large green poster board
in the third floor “T,” they

Please turn to page 13 for

MYSPACE4CHRIST

Vocalists
carol,
Annual Christmas bazaar held
but no concert
S

Students and their teacher, Vorice Hayes-Causey, at their
sales table outside the lunchroom, selling handmade
Christmas gifts as part of their effort to raise money for their
participation in the spring Special Olympics games. (Photo
by parent Pam Munizzi)

pecial needs students
decorated Christmas
ornaments and bagged holiday
treats as part of a fundraiser,
hoping to collect enough
money to participate in the
annual Special Olympics in the
spring.
Each year, right before
the winter break, the Special
Education Department holds a
Christmas bazaar. The money
they raise will support their
students efforts to compete in
the 44th annual Special Olympics Opening Ceremonies and
Spring Games in May.
The students work together to make special holiday
candy bags and decorate an
assortment of festive ornaments to sell, in order to help
pay for their uniforms.

Deadline for
Yearbook 2013
Club and Team
Photos
Clubs and Organizations must be
photographed by Friday, January 25.
All sports teams must be photographed
by Friday, February 15.
See yearbook sponsor Mr. Majeske
(Room 326A) ASAP to schedule.

By Jessica Bailey
and Davon Brown

F

or those choir fans or
old choir members who
remember the annual Christmas
concert it was canceled, as reported
last month in EMPEHI News.
The holiday performance
held by both the choruses and
the bands was canceled because
of the continuing work being
done on Blackwelder Hall, the
lack of an acceptable alternative,
among other reasons.
“There's not going to be a
Christmas Concert because we
can't get into the auditorium and
I'm not going to take it out the
building,” said Gabrielyn Foster,
the chorus director.
It’s hoped that construction
will be completed in February. If
so, the Music Department plans
to hold concerts in the spring.
Fortunately, the talented students were able to put on special
shows for other audiences.
“Concert Choral got invited
to an engagement...on December

14 at Chicago State,” the director
said, “and the girls chorus already
went out on December 10 to sing
for the Greeting Castle Senior
Residency, so we learned the
carols, some holiday music.”
But just as they’ve done in the
past, Foster led groups of carolers
on the final day of school before
the three-week intersession.
Members were at least able
to carol in the hallway, visiting
classrooms, instead of being disappointed without a big concert.
Some members of the chorus
are understanding and get why they
are not having a formal concert.
“So, basically, there was a
whole lot of new people added,”
senior Megan Houston said. “They
are inexperienced, and we couldn’t
find a new place. I’m good with
that because it’s understandable.”
Other members agree with
the fact that new members’
inexperience had a significant
contributing impact.
“I feel like they have no motivation to be out there,” senior
Janal Pilate said.

SENIOR DEADLINES
continued from page 3

that are very enthusiastic and
involved. I have no doubt that
as long as the seniors remain
involved and we have continued
support from the administration,
that senior year will be great.”
The current senior fees are
as follows: Senior Class T-shirt
- $15, panoramic photo- $20,
prom -$105 per person, luncheon
and awards ceremony - $50 per
person, graduation fee -$150
(includes facility rental, cap and
gown, diploma cover, programs,
tickets, security, and class gift).
Some might balk at the various costs passed along to those
who want to purchase the many
things associated with senior
year, but the fact is that they cost
money, and the school is not required to provide them. However,
there is a way to trim the costs a

bit, according to the Senior Class
president.
“They might seem steep as
of now, but if the Senior Class is
prepared to fundraise for lower
cost, then they shouldn't be an
issue,” Smith said. “Lower fees
should be a strong motivator to
help fundraise.”
The next event that the
board is planning as a fund raiser
to reduce senior costs is going to
be a “Blackout” party hosted in
January.
“I think this party will have
a great outcome, being that we
haven't had a school party since
the ‘09-’10 school year,” senior
Asia Harlan said. “I hope our Senior Class will assist in promoting
this party so our expenses will be
lowered. Also, we have an enjoyable theme.”
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SIS grows and supports young ladies
By Carline Uwajeh

S

assy Intellectual Sisters
(SIS) is not only a selfempowerment group for the
young ladies of Morgan Park, but
also a sisterhood. SIS hosts many
events that involve the female
student body including girl talks
and activities.
“SIS is a growing sisterhood
this year,” said Imani Strong, an
executive member for SIS. “We
are really putting in effort as far as
bringing girls throughout the school
together with our girl talks. Our
next mission is to get more of the
freshmen involved with SIS; we are
planning something just to do that.”
The girls organization has
held a few events this year, such
as the Crush pop sales, which
was popular as students around
the school purchased pops and
a personal message for a special
delivery.
“The Crush pop sales were
a great success,” said Mikhale
Evans, another executive member
of SIS. “Everyone in the school
participated, and it was great

to see people’s faces when they
received a Crush pop from their
crushes and friends.”
The ladies of SIS are also
planning more events to get
students involved.
“Black Girls Rock is still underway, and we are really pushing
these events for success,” Strong
said. “Girl talks are [held] once a
month on Thursdays, and they are
a great way to bond with other
girls in the school and to network
with others you may not know.”
As SIS prepares to welcome
new members to the group, a Hot
Cocoa Social was held as a way
to get to know the new recruits
and give them a feel of what the
group is like.
“I think SIS is a great program, and I like how it teaches
young ladies to be young ladies
and leaders,” said Maya Bryant, a
future member of SIS. “I wanted
to join because it gave me a
chance to really open up and
be positive and become more
mature.”
Veteran members also felt the
social was an important gathering.
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“The Hot Cocoa Social was a
great experience and really gave
me a chance to get to know all
of our new members,” said Jana
Walton-Page, a current member of SIS. “The ladies all had
something unique about them
and different reasons for wanting
to join SIS. Whether it is because
of low self-esteem, learning to
become a lady, or being part of
a sisterhood, I believe that SIS
will really help all of these young
ladies grow.”
The ladies of SIS are really
trying to get young ladies in the
school to come to the girl talks
and get involved in the various
activities we have available to
them. All of the events are meant
to get the student body, mostly
young ladies, involved, interactive,
social, and in unison as they travel
through their high school career.
Young ladies can join by
attending the girl talks (which
are advertised around the school
on colorful flyers with blue and
purple butterflies) and being very
social and active with current
members of the group.
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Student Council helps to
support Angel Tree children
By Ashley Evans

S

tudent Council
decided to participate
in a program called Angel
Tree this year. The program
coordinated through New
Birth Church of God in Christ,
located in the Englewood
neighborhood.
Prison Fellowship’s Angel
Tree is the largest national
ministry to reach out to the
children of the inmates and
their families, according to the
organization’s website. The
Angel Tree Christmas program
donates gifts to provide joy
to the lives of children with
incarcerated parents.
“I thought this program
would be good to donate to,
and then I let [student] Tyona
Golden take over it for her
CAS project (Creativity, Action
and Service),” said librarian

Kandice Morgan, the Student
Council and SIS (Sassy Intellectual Sisters) sponsor.
The senior was more than
happy to take on the important responsibility, as it helped
in her personal endeavor, too.
“It was a good way to provide a helping hand to families
in need and to spread the
real meaning of the season,”
Golden said, “in addition to
having the qualifications of a
good IB[International Baccalaureate] service project.”
The Angel Tree project is
important; consider that one in
three prisoners is a parent, and
that 1 in every 43 children has
a parent in prison, the website
states. According to their stats,
more than 1.7 million children

Please turn to page 6 for

HELPING
CHILDREN

Many got away as part of their holiday plans
By Nyah Samuel
and Nina Hunter

O

ver the long, threeweek intersession,
many students had plans to hit
the road for mandatory family
visits across the county, while
some had more entertaining
arrangements.
When most students were
asked if they were doing anything
interesting over break, Tytianna
Coats, a freshman, said she and
her family go to Wisconsin Dells
every year. Every year they plan
a trip to go to Glacier Canyon;

it takes about four long hours to
drive there. It features five indoor
water parks, three arcades, gifts
shops, and restaurants inside.
“The best time I could
remember going to the Dells with
my family,” Coats said, “was when
my mom, dad, sister, and I went on
the Hurricane and got in a tube together and went on a giant drop.”
Another student plans to
travel and visit their birth place in
Minnesota.
“I plan on going to see family
and hanging out and going to
the Mall of America,” said Hijrah

Alnurriclin, a junior. “I’m happy
that I can see my family and go to
the mall because I haven’t been
there for a while.”
Also, Jade Appling made plans
to go to out east to New York.
“For Christmas break, I plan
on going to see my family,” she
said. “On New Year’s, we’re
going to the big show in Times
Square, and I’m really excited because this is my first time going.”
Johnnetta Burns, a senior,
said that she is going to hang
out with friends for the first week
of break. Then, the reminder of

break, she and her family were
going to Florida to see some relatives. Eventually, while in Orlando,
they will go to the resorts, among
other stops.
“Before I leave, I want to spend
every day I have to hang with my
friends,” she said. “I’m really excited
about going to Orlando; seeing all
of my family would be great. I really
hope that we can go to Miami. I’ve
wanted to go shopping in Miami for
the longest.”
Not everyone is so lucky to
get out of Chicago. Kelly Cook, a
senior, isn’t planning to leave the

cold city.
“Over this break, I’m going
to do homework and hang out
with friends,” she said.
Lastly, senior Daria
Okoroigwe plans to do a little
shopping, visit with friends, and
go ice skating with family a few
times. Also, she wants to go to
Memphis for an excursion.
“I really just want to surround
myself with family this break,” she
said. “And I’m really trying to get
all my homework done, so if I go
to Memphis, I won’t have to worry
about anything.”

MUSTANGS GET IN THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Morgan Park was in the spirit
of the holiday, courtesy of the
various activities sponsored
by the Student Council,
coordinated by librarian
Kandace Morgan.
The week opened with
a Holiday Cheer theme,
followed by Holiday Color
Day (Tuesday), a Gift Wrap
Party to prepare presents
collected for the less fortunate
(Wednesday), Ugly Sweater
Day (won by business
manager Syreeta Jackson),
and Holiday Accessories
(Friday).
There was also a Secret Santa
gift delivery service, plus
the annual Door Decorating
Contest, which was won by
band director Shemeka Nash
and her students who helped
to make her classroom door
so festive. They will receive
a pizza party after school this
week. Math teacher Jane
Randolph’s door took runnerup and will receive Subway
gift cards.
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Even those with low ACT scores have options

By Anthony Harden

S

ometimes students
who earn good grades
in their high school courses
might not get high scores on a
standardized test, such as the
ACT or SAT.
And, sadly, most are not. The
Class of 2016, as a group, failed
all four subjects that the ACT
assesses: English, math, reading,
and science. According to ACT,
only 25 percent of students are
proficient in all four subjects. Sixty
percent came up short in two of
the four subject areas, while more
than 25 percent failed to demonstrate proficiency in any subject
at all.
The average score on the

SAT is 1500 (including the SAT
writing section). For the ACT test
it’s a 21.1. Illinois is ranked 31
with a 20.9 among the 50 states
and the District of Columbia. The
state ranked the highest is Massachusetts (24.1), while the worst
is Mississippi (18.7). Morgan Park
students currently average 18.1.
Many universities and colleges will accept you with even
relatively low scores (as long as
your GPA and other supplementary materials qualify you), but
for an Ivy League school, such as
Princeton, Yale or Columbia. For
example, your score has to meet
their requirements.
Whatever it might be, you
still have options. A low score
doesn’t have to keep your out of
the college of your dreams. Although being able to submit good
SAT or ACT scores can greatly
expand your possible college
choices, there are colleges and
universities out there that accept
students with lower than average
scores, and some schools that
don’t require these tests at all.
English and math teacher
William Colson says that students
shouldn’t give up despite having
a weak ACT score.
“I do know that the City Colleges of Chicago, as well as many
two-year community colleges,
often have lower requirements, as
their mission is to expand access
to post-secondary programs to
promising students who may just
need some remedial instruction
to catch up,” the veteran teacher
and debate coach said. “In addition, some traditional colleges

and universities have started to
put less weight (or no weight)
on standardized test scores, and
more on GPAs, essays, interviews,
extracurriculars, and the like,
when evaluating admissions applications.”
But what if you have a low
score? The first thing to do, don’t
panic! If you’re able to retake the
test, do it.
Even the ACT suggests that
a retake could help. According to
their website, 57 percent of those
who retake the exam increase
their score, while 21 percent had
no change, but 22 percent actually did worse. They do add that
the lower your initial composite
score, the more likely your second
score will be higher.
But even if you can’t take it,
it’s not over. Some colleges and
universities put a lot of emphasis
on test scores than others, and
they have different score requirements. Remember, even if your
score is below what a college
or university requires, you may
still be able to get in if you are
advanced in other parts of your
education, such as high grades or
extracurricular programs/activities.
Here are some colleges and
universities that don’t require the
SAT or ACT tests:
• University of Texas at Austin
(No SAT/ACT required if GPA
and class rank minimums are
met)
• Arizona State University (No
SAT/ACT required if GPA and
class rank minimums are met)
• California Institute of the

With no serious snow this year,
students have to rely on memories
By Erica Kelley
and Tyla Perkins

A

www, no snow for
Christmas!
Unusually warm weather and
dry conditions have continued
through the end of 2012, marking
a record stretch of 290 consecutive days without measurable
snowfall in Chicago. The previous
record was 280 days set in 1994.
The tiny bit of snow that fell

on December 20 also marked
the latest in a winter season that
the city has received measurable
snowfall, a distinction recently
held by December 16, 1965.
Memories with snow can
be either horrible or amazing,
depending on what individuals
prefer.
In January of 1967, Chicago
experienced arguably the worst
snowstorm, highlighted by 23
inches of white stuff. Many people

hate the snow because of the
blizzards, snowstorms, cold, sicknesses, car trouble, or even getting trapped within the snow.
“The worse memory I have
with snow is when I went out to
play in the snow,” student Hijrah
Al-Nurridin said. “I was having a
blast, white stuff everywhere, and

Please turn to page 12 for

SNOWY
MEMORIES

texting is dangerous, aamof
Most states in the U.S. have passed laws that ban texting or
complete cell phone use while driving. And for good reason, as
these numbers indicate:
Cell phone use while driving increases reaction time by the
same amount as having a blood-alcohol concentration of .08
percent, according to University of Utah researchers.
Nearly nine out of 10 Americans think texting while driving
should be outlawed. But two-thirds of adults admit that they’ve
done it, according to a Harris Interactive survey.
Text messaging results in the driver’s eyes being off the road
for 4.6 of every 6 seconds. That’s as much time as it takes to
travel the length of a football field at 55 miles per hour (MPH),
according to the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute.
(Source: Nationwide Insurance)

Arts
• Alcorn State University (SAT/ACT used only for
placement if GPA and class
rank minimums are met)
• Wake Forest University
• Columbia College
• University of Mississippi (SAT/ACT used only for
placement if GPA and class
rank minimums are met)
• Indiana State University (SAT/ACT used only for

placement)
• Knox College
• University of Nevada, Las
Vegas (No SAT/ACT required
if GPA and class rank minimums are met)
For a full list of colleges
and universities that have testoptional admissions policies, visit
the FairTest website. You will find
a college key at the bottom that
describes in more detail what
each school looks for.

New Illinois laws
now in effect

G

overnor Pat
Quinn
signed laws
confronting
speeders and
distracted driving,
among many
others. The following are a few of the ones that impact
drivers.
• • •
House Bill 5099, sponsored by Rep. Jerry Costello, II (DSparta) and Sen. William Haine (D-Alton), prohibits motorists
from using mobile phones when driving within 500 feet of an
emergency scene, and expands the definition of “electronic message.” The legislation will reduce distracted driving by banning
talking and taking photos on a mobile device near an emergency
scene. The law is effective immediately.
• • •
Senate Bill 2488, sponsored by Sen. Susan Garrett (D-Highwood) and Rep. Karen May (D-Highwood), expands the definition
of construction and maintenance work zones to include areas
where Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) or a local
agency has posted signage advising motorists of an approaching speed zone. This expansion prohibits the use of cell phones
in all roadway work zones, which will prevent distracted driving
and increase protection for work crews. Previously, the use of cell
phones was only prohibited in work zones with speed limit reductions. The law is effective Jan. 1, 2013.
• • •
House Bill 5101, sponsored by Rep. John D’Amico (DChicago) and Sen. Martin Sandoval (D-Cicero), brings the Illinois
Vehicle Code (IVC) into compliance with federal regulations,
and prohibits a commercial motor vehicle operator from using
a hand-held mobile phone or engaging in texting while driving.
The legislation also amends the code to include texting or using
a hand-held mobile device as a “serious traffic violation.” The law
is effective Jan. 1, 2013.
• • •
Senate Bill 2888, also known as Julie’s Law, is sponsored
by Sen. Maggie Crotty (D-Oak Forest) and Rep. Sidney Mathias
(R-Arlington Heights). The law prohibits courts from granting supervision to any defendant charged with operating a vehicle on a
highway at a speed greater than 30 mph over the posted speed
limit, or in excess of 25 mph in an urban district.
• • •
Senate Bill 3452/PA 97-743 imposes a minimum fine of
$1,000 for driving a motorcycle on one wheel while speeding.
Also limits motorcycle handlebars to the same height at the
driver’s head (currently handlebars cannot be higher than the
operator’s shoulders).

HELPING CHILDREN
continued from page 5

will spend Christmas separated
from their mom or dad.
Many SIS members, Student
Council, and other students supported the effort and bought a
gift for the child they got to pick.
“There were a total of 85
gifts given,” Golden said. “Sixtyfive gifts were given from MP, the
rest was from the church.”
The project also created a
service learning hour activity.
“Originally, we were gonna
do it for every gift bought; however Ms. Washington [the assis-

tant principal] said we couldn’t do
that since it’s similar to selling service learning hours,” Golden said.
“So Student Council decided to
host a wrapping party.”
The wrapping party was a
success; it was held after school
on December 12.
The needy children received
their gifts on December 21, 2012.
The event was held at New Birth
Church of God in Christ.
“The church is having a
reception, then a play,” Golden
said, “then the gifts are given.”
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Letters of recommendation are an important tool for college acceptance
By Morgan Williams

Q

uestions regarding
the importance of
letters of recommendations
have recently sparked amongst
high school seniors due to
approaching deadlines of college
applications.
Simply put, letters of recommendations are letters that are
written unique to the individual
and their service inside and
outside of the classroom. They
are believed to be an important
factor during the decision making
process for colleges and universities. Admissions counselors don’t
want to admit students who can’t
be portrayed well by teachers,
counselors, and coaches.
Librarian Kandice Morgan
agrees that letters of recommendations can easily determine
one’s acceptance or even their
rejection from a college.
“Letters of recommendations
may allow a student to stand out
from a prospective student who
did not submit one,” Morgan
said. “[Admissions counselors]
are getting a better picture of
who that person is from the eyes
of teachers, counselors, coaches,
and/or extracurricular sponsors.”
Over the years, the number
of schools which actually require
a letter of recommendation from
an authority increases every year.
More colleges and universities are
realizing that these important letters help fill the personality abyss
of the student who gets good
grades and scores well on tests.
If a student is “borderline”
from getting admitted into a college or university, a well-written
and thoughtfully devised letter of
commendation could potentially
give them that leg up on all the
other candidates.
According to Morgan, it is
important to get a variety of let-

ters from people who will speak
plish and what positive qualities
some positive information about
don’t necessarily mean you are a
honestly of the individual’s overall
they can bring to their college or
yourself and some of the activities
bad person.”
strengths as a student and a
university.
you are involved in,” Dyer said,
These letters can determine
person.
one’s college admittance for
“When asking someone to
”that way, they can expand on
Yes, there is such thing as a
write a letter of recommendation,
their information in the recomsome schools may rely solely on
good letter of recommendation
make sure you provide them with
mendation.”
what that student can accomand a bad one. Although both
are ostensibly recommending
a student to be admitted into a
post-secondary institution or for
a scholarship, a poorly written
or weak recommendation can
revoke one’s chances.
Meghann Dyer, a first-year
counselor, but who was once
MP’s post-secondary coach, also
Choose teachers who know what you can do: These are the teachers who push you--those who are more
believes that there are two types
likely to be invested in your long-term success. Contrary to popular belief, your most insightful supof letters of recommendations.
porter may not be the teacher regarded as the most popular. Generally speaking, at least one of your
“There is a difference berecommenders should be someone who is familiar with your critical thinking and communication skills.
tween a good recommendation
and a bad recommendation,”
Give your counselor and teachers the courtesy of time: Your recommenders need time to think about
Dyer said. “You want to make
and prepare the letter. If you are a high school senior and still have not asked people to write on
sure you ask people who can
your behalf, do it now! Extend the same consideration (time, access to information)
speak highly of your greatest
you would want if confronted by a writing assignment that accounts for most of
qualities as opyour grade in a class. A last-minute recommendation will look like it.
posed
to
Talk with your recommenders about why college is important to you: Share your
somedreams and ambitions. Reflect on your strengths and weaknesses. If there
3
1
one
are
factors beyond your control that have influenced your ability to perform as
0
2, 2
1
who just
you
would have liked, make sure your recommenders are sufficiently informed
.
n
Ja
lege
barely
so they can help you tell your “story.” Give them the necessary information
l
o
C
f
knows
and insight so they can write well-balanced letters on your behalf.
ice o
f
f
O
you.”
To
:
s
sion
Maya
Share a brief résumé of your activities and achievements: While your teachg
Admis
sayin
Bryant,
ers know you well from your work in their respective classrooms, they
y
b
rt
a
t
senior, bemay
not have the benefit of the big picture that defines you.
s
:
Y
e
Let m f Student
lieves that
o
letters of
Provide a list of your application deadlines and the appropriate forms: This
this
recommenincludes the pre-addressed, pre-posted envelopes used by each of the colMeh.
dation can
leges for letters of recommendation. While your recommenders may elect to use
easily have an
their own forms, they will still benefit by being able to respond to the guidelines
rely,
affect on one’s
and information requests provided by the colleges to which you are applying.
Since r X
e
h
admission
When you ask someone to write on your behalf, you will be able to
c
Tea
decision.
waive your right of access to that letter. Do it. If your recommenders are
“I believe
concerned about being second-guessed in any way, they will be less inthat letters of
clined to share the kind of information that is useful to admissions officers
recommendain the credential review. Give them some space and trust that they will act
tions help collegin your best interests. The people you have chosen for this task are your
Follow
es see how other
strongest supporters and want to see you do well.
these basic steps, and you
grown-ups view
Source: US News & World Report, by Peter Van Buskirk, a
students,” the senior (hopefully) won’t get a recommendation
nationally recognized author, speaker, and consultant who
letter like this.
said. “Just because
gives direction to college-bound students.
you have bad grades

Five tips for getting
good recommendation letters
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Applicants warned against scams that litter the financial aid landscape

W

ith the average
annual cost for
students to get a college
education at approximately
$20,000, when attending a
public, four-year institution,
many scramble for any
potential lead that promises
help in these difficult economic
times.
Unfortunately, many of
them are falling victim to scholarship and financial aid scams.
According to a web page
posted by the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), “unscrupulous companies guarantee or
promise scholarships, grants or
fabulous financial aid packages. Many employ high-pressure
sales pitches at seminars where
you're required to pay immediately or risk losing out on the
‘opportunity.’”
The FTC works to prevent
fraudulent, deceptive and
unfair business practices in the
marketplace and to provide
information to help consumers
spot, stop and avoid them.
The FTC site details many
of the ruthless ways some
immoral organizations try to
scam needy students and their
parents, who are trying to find

funding for a college education.
Some unethical companies
guarantee that they can get
scholarships on behalf of students
or award them "scholarships"
in exchange for an advance fee,
according to the site. Most offer
a "money back guarantee"--but
attach conditions that make it
impossible to get the refund.
Others provide nothing for
the student's advance fee--not
even a list of potential sources;
still others tell students they've
been selected as "finalists" for
awards that require an up-front
fee.
Worse yet, sometimes, these
companies ask for a student's
checking account to "confirm
eligibility," then debit the account
without the student's consent.
Other companies quote only
a relatively small "monthly" or
"weekly" fee and then ask for
authorization to debit your checking account--for an undetermined
length of time.
The FTC cautions students to
be watch and listen for the following red flags:
• “The scholarship is guaranteed or your money back."
• "You can't get this information anywhere else."
• "I just need your credit card

or bank account number to
hold this scholarship."
• "We'll do all
the work."
• "The scholarship will cost
some money."
• "You've been
selected" by a
"national foundation" to receive
a scholarship, or
"You're a finalist"
in a contest you
never entered.
If you attend a
seminar on financial
aid or scholarships, the
FTC recommends following these steps:
Take your time.
Don't be rushed into
paying at the seminar.
Avoid high-pressure sales
pitches that require you
to buy now or risk losing
out on the opportunity.
Solid opportunities are not
sold through nerve-racking
tactics.
Investigate the organization you're considering paying for help. Talk
to a guidance counselor or
financial aid advisor before
spending your money. You

six signs about
that you’re med
to be scam

may be able to get
the same help for
free.
Be wary of
"success stories"
or testimonials
of extraordinary
success - the
seminar operation may have
paid "shills" to
give glowing stories.
Instead, ask
for a list of at
least three
local families
who've used
the services
in the last
year. Ask
each if
they're satisfied with
the products and
services
received.
Be
cautious
about
purchasing
from
seminar

representatives who are
reluctant to answer questions
or who give evasive answers
to your questions. Legitimate
business people are more than
willing to give you information
about their service.
Ask how much money is
charged for the service, the
services that will be performed
and the company's refund
policy. Get this information in
writing. Keep in mind that you
may never recoup the money
you give to an unscrupulous
operator, despite stated refund
policies.
The FTC says many legitimate companies advertise that
they can get students access
to lists of scholarships in exchange for an advance fee.
Other legitimate services
charge an advance fee to compare a student's profile with
a database of scholarship opportunities and provide a list
of awards for which a student
may qualify.
One significant difference between genuine
service providers and scam
artists, according to the FTC:
Legitimate companies never
guarantee or promise scholarships or grants.

SPECIAL NEW Y
in case you misse
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‘12

april

• Hanging out on the beach in 87 degree weather? Sounds like a blazing day in July, but it wasn’t. On
March 21, thermometers across the city hit that balmy temp. According to the National Weather Service, this was the hottest March of all time. From March 14-22, Chicago reached record highs in the 80s
on all but one of those days (it was only 78 degrees on the 19th, but it was still a record).

‘12

march

‘12

• The fatal shooting of 17-year-old Trayvon Martin by neighborhood watch coordinator George Zimmerman took place in Sanford, Florida. Martin was an unarmed 17-year-old African American who was
allegedly cutting through the yards of homes in the gated community that had recently had a string
of burglaries. Trial for Zimmerman is set for June.

january

‘12

After dire predictions,
time quietly moves on

SCHOOL NEWS

A snapshot of some of the top nationa

february

2012:

• United States experiences its fourth warmest winter on record (Dec. 2011-Feb. 2012). Temperatures
were almost 4 degrees (F) above the 20th-century average. It was initially predicted to be a very cold
and snowy winter. Wrong.
• The Mustang boys varsity bowling team earns city championship (their 12th).
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Students recall their
fondest memories of past year
By Brittney McMillion
and Brianna Daniels

M

any of us can say that
2012 was a great
and probably one that we will
remember forever, a highlight
of our lives that we will cherish
forever.
Some people had intimate
memories, while others had
everyday normal memories that
impacted their lives so much
that is made their list for the best
memory of 2012.
“I decided to step out of my
comfort zone and start dating,”
said senior Tristian Anderson.
“While it didn’t turn out to be
exactly what I’d bargained for, it
was instrumental in helping me
realize how to deal with others on
a different level.”
School events also made the
top list for most memorable times
of this year.
“My best memory of 2012
would be the first football game
of my junior year,” said junior and
cheerleader Erica Kelley. “I was so
excited because this would be my
first performance of the year as a
cheerleader, and I knew the game
would be fun.”
Some people cherished moments that were more so about
themselves, just enjoying time
with their loved ones seemed to
have made their year.
“My best memory of 2012
had to be my birthday,” said
junior Sydney Ellzey. “I had dinner
with my amazing best friend, and
friends. We went to Grand Lux
Café, and after dinner, we went
back to my house and jumped on

my trampoline.”
Some people just enjoyed
the day they finally took a big
step toward adulthood responsibility.
“Getting my first car had to
be my favorite memory of 2012,”
said junior Matthew Fields. “I was
no longer on public transportation, and I didn’t have to spend
10 minutes in Walgreens or the
currency exchange to get a oneday [pass].”
Being that the year was so
amazing, some of us couldn’t really decide on a favorite event.
“I don’t really know my best
memory,” said junior and football
player Timothy Smith, “but one
would have to be when I got interviewed after our game against
Orr.”
This year was the year of giving, and that’s what made the top
of some lists for best memory.
“My best memory of 2012
would have to be when I saved
up money to buy my brother and
sister Christmas gifts,” said junior
Tyla Perkins.
Many were hoping for jobs
this year especially those who
hate depending on others for
things we want.
“My best memory was when
I finally got a job!” said senior
Carla Gipson. “I don’t really have
to depend on my mom for things
anymore, luckily.”
Some college students seem
to have different things at the top
of their list.
“My best memory would
have to be the parties,” said
Bryant Worrell, who is a junior at
Howard University. “Specifically,

my 20th birthday party, and my
going-away party; they were both
really live.”
Becoming a part of a different
family made one person’s top list.
“Crossing Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. had to be my best
memory of 2012,”
said Tyler Tucker, a
sophomore at Mizzou. “My probate
had to be the best
time of my life,
one of my best accomplishments of
my college career
thus far; it was
amazing.”
Meeting athletes made the top
of others’ lists.
“Waiting in
line with Devin
Hester, wide
receiver for the
Bears, had to be
my best memory
of 2012,” said
Alexander Lawson,
a sophomore at
Grambling State
University. “We are
really close to each
other; I spoke to
him and everything, it was really
unexpected but
interesting.”
These last 365
days held some of
the most amazing
memories thus far
in our young lives;
let’s wait and see
if 2013 can top
them.

SPORTS: Chicago teams
are (lovable?) losers agai

Super Bowl XLVI was won by the NFC champion New Yo
Giants over the AFC champion New England Patriots, 21–17.
lowly Chicago Bears, who were once 7-3, finished 8-8 and mis
the playoffs (sound familiar?). The first and last time the Bears
Super Bowl was in 1985.

The 2012 NBA Finals was won by the Eastern Conference
pion Miami Heat who defeated the Western Conference champ
Oklahoma City Thunder, 4–1, to win their second NBA title. Mia
LeBron James was named the Finals MVP. The Chicago Bulls lo
things in the playoffs: In Game 1, MVP Derrick Rose sustained a
ry that lead him to miss the rest of the series (and most of this s
and the team (the No. 1 seed) lost 2-4 to the Philadelphia 76ers
seed). The last time the Bulls won the NBA Finals title was in 19

The 2012 World Series was won by the National League
pion San Francisco Giants in four games over the American L
champion Detroit Tigers. It was the Giants’ seventh World Se
title, second in the last three years. The Chicago Cubs finishe
fifth in the NL Central with a record of 61-101, their worst rec
since 1966. The Chicago White Sox were in first place most
season, except when it counted at the end. They finished 85
missing the playoffs. The Cubs last won a World Series in 1908
while the Sox last won in 2005.

The 2012 Stanley Cup was won by the Los Angeles King
defeated the New Jersey Devils (4-2) to win their first title. The
cago Blackhawks last won it in 2010. This year, the National Ho
League (NHL) was in a lockout until it was resolved on Sunday.
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Adele’s “21” is
top-selling US
iTunes album of
2012.
Carly Rae Jepson’s “Call Me
Maybe” was the
No. 1 song sold
on iTunes.
Author E.L.
James’ Fifty
Shades Freed:
Book Three of the
Fifty Shades Trilogy was the No. 1
selling print book
on Amazon.
The top grossing
movie of the year
was Marvel’s The
Avengers earning $623,357,910
(No. 3 all-time,
behind Avatar and
Titanic).

• A murderer fatally shot twenty children and six adult staff members and wounded two on Dec. 14 at
Sandy Hook Elementary School in the village of Sandy Hook in the town of Newtown, Connecticut.
• For the vast majority of rational people, the misunderstood “Mayan doomsday” of Dec. 21 passes
without incident -- and life continues as normal, or at least as what we consider as normal.

‘12

december

• Democratic nominee, President Barack Obama, won a second term against Republican and former
Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney. Of the popular vote totals, Obama captured 61,173,739 votes or
50.5 percent to Romney’s 58,167,260 or 48.0 percent. Inauguration Day will be held on January 21.
• CPS released their 2012 School Report Cards identifying Morgan Park High School as a Level 3.

‘12

november

• Hurricane Sandy makes landfall in Atlantic City, N.J. as a post-tropical cyclone (Oct. 29). New Jersey,
New York, and Connecticut are hardest hit. It caused at least 100 deaths and an estimated $30 billion
in damages (second costliest hurricane in the United States, behind Katrina).
• CEO Jean-Claude Brizard leaves CPS by mutual agreement.

‘12

october

• After contract negotiations failed between the Chicago Teachers Union (CTU) and the Board of Education, teachers went on strike for seven days, for the first work stoppage in Chicago Public Schools
(CPS) in 25 years. High school day slips from 7.5 hours to 7.25. Advisory eliminated after the school
board agrees to the contract in late October.

‘12

september

• After Mayor Rahm Emanuel made it part of his 2011 election platform, and announced in the spring
that it would happen soon, CPS institutes considerably longer school days, or “full school days,” for
both the elementary and high school-levels. A longer school calendar, featuring 10 more school days
(180) is also adopted. MP school day ends at 3:08 p.m. on most days.

‘12

august

‘12

• During a midnight screening of The Dark Knight Rises, a gunman opens fire on the crowded theater
in a Denver suburb. Twelve people are killed and 58 others are wounded. Directly after the incident,
Holmes, age 24, is arrested in a parking lot behind the theater.

july

• The Penn State child sex abuse scandal trial, which started in June, was due to a scandal at Pennsylvania State University, as a result of longtime former university football assistant coach Jerry Sandusky’s
sexual assault of at least eight underage boys on or near university property, and alleged actions by
some university officials to cover up the incidents or to enable more.

‘12

june

• After the third attempt in a year to choose a principal, MP’s Local School Council (LSC) came up
empty. What became of the two finalists? Diana Smith was retained as principal at York High School in
Elmhurst, while Shontae Higginbottom became principal at King College Preparatory, where hundreds of students staged a sit-in last month, calling for her resignation.

‘12

may

• Blackwelder Hall closes as the school ramps up what becomes part of the $23 million capital improvement of Morgan Park High School. Work continues as the two-year project starts to wind down. A new
heating and air cooling system is the centerpiece of the widespread work.

al and local news stories of 2012

Tech continues
to rule our lives

Nearly half of Americans
made a resolution for 2013

he
number
of smart phones
worldwide reached
1 billion in 2012.
It took 14 years to
reach this number.
It is estimated that it will take
three more years to reach 2
billion. The Samsung Galaxy S
III took the title of the world’s
most popular smartphone from
Apple’s iPhone 5 (although
there are more 4S and 5
iPhones, combined).
• • •
Smartphones
got
bigger
this year
while
tablets
got smaller. Apple ditched
its standard 3.5-inch iPhone
screen for a 4-inch screen with
the iPhone 5, and Samsung
went even bigger with the
Galaxy Note II, stretching its
screen to 5.5-inches. Apple
introduced its iPad Mini in the

By Jatasha Henley

T

fall with a 7.9 inch display (versus 9.5 inches for the iPad 3).
• • •
The number of Facebook users reaches
1 billion, or 1 out of
every 7 people on the
planet. In 2011, there were
“only” 800 million users (1 in
10).
• • •
On the paid side of
the iPhone best downloaded app, Angry
Birds Space was the
top seller in 2012. Instagram
topped the free iPhone app
charts.
• • •
It took Twitter (which
started July 2006)
more than three
years for the billionth
tweet to be published on the
network – now, that many
tweets are submitted every 2-3
days by more than 140 million
active users (growing one mil-

Please turn to page 10 for

2012 TECH

A

New Year's resolution
is a goal that many
Americans set for themselves
every December 31 to improve.
Forty-five percent of Americans
usually set a goal for the new
year, according to a study
released last month by the
University of Scranton’s Journal of
Clinical Psychology.
For instance, if your clothes
are a little snug, maybe you want
to lose weight this year. According to the Scranton poll, losing
weight is the No. 1 goal among
Americans.
Don’t know where you put
your cell phone, again? Maybe
it’s time to get organized, which is
No. 2 on the list.
If you smoke, maybe you
want to give up the unhealthy
habit; it’s No. 7 among resolutions.
A New Year’s Resolution is
supposed to be more than just a
passing expectation; it should be
a something you change permanently. It shouldn’t be like dieting.
Consider this: Diets don’t

work, because those who try
them fail longterm, and they
return to their old habits of eating chips and drinking pop like
they’re part of the nutritional
pyramid. If you’re going to make
a promise to yourself, make it one
that makes a permanent improvement.
This special goal should be
something to help you mentally
and physically. Basically it helps
you break a bad habit, and if
you achieve your resolution, you
should feel good about yourself.
Senior Brandon Ringo’s
resolution is to get better grades,
because he wants to make his
parents proud. He said that he’s
going to follow through on his
New Year’s Resolution because
of his “strength and ability of his
supporting family.”
Wayne Wheat, 18, plans to
lose weight, because he believes
it is a danger to his health. He
expects he is going to follow
through because he has faith in

Please turn to page 10 for

NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTIONS
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Gallery 37 students perform
Concept of marriage
in ‘Tis the Season’ at Daley Plaza
increasingly becoming
a dated idea among youth
By Keira Crouse

By Tristian Anderson

M

2011
2010
2009
2008

any young people
have deemed
marriage a lot less popular in
the United States as of 2012.
Barely half of Americans
over the age 18 are married
(51 percent), according to a
report from the Pew Research
Institute. The number of couples married in 2010 dropped
a startling 5 percent from the
previous year, and the overall
number of married couples
has declined by more than 20
percentage points since 1960.
There are other kinds of
living arrangements that are
socially acceptable now that
may not have been in the past,
such as living with someone
without being married, living
on your own, or even living as
a single parent. So people may
feel they have options that
they didn't used to have.
“When I was younger,
I did not know there was a
life without marriage,” senior
Taylor Bassett said. “Now that
I am older, I understand that
there are single mothers. There
are even single fathers in some
cases. Just like a married couple, a single parent can hold a
household down just fine.”
Bassett also went on to describe her experience growing
up in a two parent household.
“Although one parent
households work out fine, I still
encourage marriage,” she said.
“There is nothing like having the
presence of a mother and father
on a day-to-day basis. The loving
[and] nurturing side of my mother
and strict [and] disciplined side of
my dad combined to make me
the person I am today.”
A joint publication of the
National Marriage Project at the
University of Virginia and the
Institute for American Values
in New York City entitled “The
President’s Marriage Agenda for
the Forgotten Sixty Percent” was
released last month in an effort
to tackle the little-discussed decline in marriage among “Middle
America” --the nearly 60 percent
of Americans who have completed high school, but do not have
a four-year college36.4
degree.
Among that group,
37.4 their
press release states,
is that “44
40.1
41.4

percent of children are now born
outside of marriage, up sharply
from 13 percent in the 1980s.”
The study’s authors argue
that this is a problem that has
serious consequences.
“According to numerous
studies, children born or raised
outside of marriage are more
likely to suffer from a range of
emotional and social problems –
including drug use, depression,
attempted suicide and dropping
out of high school – compared to
children in intact, married families,” the press release states.
Has marriage become less
popular because everyone has
not been given the right to marry?
“I remember reading an article about couples not marrying
because gays were not allowed
to marry,” senior Elexis Fairley
said. “I think that is very unfair, as
well, because you cannot help
who you love. If that is a reason
people aren’t marrying, it seems
like the right thing to do.”
However, many remained
optimistic that marriage is appropriate for raising a family. It
has not died out; perhaps it is
just a trend to live comfortably
without paying an arm and a
leg for proof of love.
“I plan on getting married
one day,” junior Randi Crawford said. “I think we all want
that fairy tale lifestyle where we
can go home to someone we
call our own, and is proven to
be our own by the law.”
Crawford went on to explain life without marriage.
“How could women not
get married?” he asked rhetorically. “Are they not they afraid
of having 16 cats and torn up
furniture while they drink a fifth
of Hennessy every night? It just
could not be me. I love the
thought of love, and I want to
let the entire world know!”
While some believe marriage has decreased in popularity, there are many that have
argued otherwise.
“I still think marriage
is pretty cool, although my
parents are no longer married,” senior Kendall Lee said.
“In fact, the girl that I want to
marry is interviewing me about
marriage at this very moment.
That might be a sign from my
main man in the attic.”

A

rts students from the
Gallery 37 program
held their annual Christmas
performance at Daley Plaza on
December 14, entitled “Tis the
Season,” showing off dance,
theater, and vocal skills.
Those in the vocal arts
sang “Lilizela,” “Carol of the
Bells,” “Music’s Echo,” “Ave
Verum Corpus,” “I’ll be Home for
Christmas,” among other popular
tunes.
Dance performed the Punch
Bowl, South Africa Gumboot
dance, Russian, and Latin styles.

Theater students performed
two scenes: the story of Oedipus
and a tribute to August Wilson,
an American playwright who
passed away in 2005.
As people walked through
the plaza, they noticed the many
creative works and paused to
hear, see, and internalized the
amazement.
One student, Toryn Brown,
performed a solo piece entitled,
“Lullaby of Birdland,” a 1952
jazz song made popular by Ella
Fitzgerald in 1954.
“I felt jazz,” he said. “I was
focused, and I was just trying to
sing the song [and do it] justice,”

NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
continued from page 9

God and that gives him inspiration.
Wartburg College student
Tirrena Collins, a communication arts major, plans to
improve her grades and lose
weight. She wants to achieve
goal because she sees potential in herself.
Ratashia Moore, a student
at Taylor College, doesn’t have a
resolution because she doesn’t
believe in them. She doesn’t think
she could follow through with one
because things change every day.
Jamaine Wells, a student at
Olive Harvey College, made a
resolution is to make his cleaning
business better than it is. He expects to realize this goal by working harder to make it happen, he
won’t give up until he does.
Lastly, Lonnie Waheed, a
mentor for Gatekeepers, didn’t
make a resolution because he
doesn’t believe in making them.
He said they’re “pointless.”

Did Americans vow to make
a change heading into 2013 in
December? Nearly half of U.S.
residents — 45 percent — likely
did, according to a study released
last month by the University
of Scranton’s Journal of Clinical
Psychology.
The following are the top 10 resolutions for the
New Year, according to the poll.
No. 1: Lose weight
No. 2: Get organized
No. 3: Spend less, save more
No. 4: Enjoy life to the fullest
No. 5: Stay fit and healthy
No. 6: Learn something exciting
No. 7: Quiz smoking
No. 8: Help others in their dreams
No. 9: Fall in love
No. 10: Spend more time with family
Good luck in following through, though. According
to the poll, only 75 percent maintained their past goals
through the first week, 71 percent for two weeks, 64
percent for one month, and 46 percent through six months.

Science fair winners announced
T

he annual local science
fair was held in the south
girls gymnasium the week before
schools closed for the winter
intersession, the winners of which
will go on to compete at the
regional network fair this month.
The top 10 winners from
Morgan Park are junior Jaeda
Branch (1st place), freshman Autumn Wester (2nd place), sophomore Kristina Echols (3rd place),
sophomore Ange-Nadege Nlome
(4th place), sophomore Kerry
Jones (5th place), senior Jasmine

New marriage rate

Number of newly married adults
Chart 1
per 1000 marriage-eligible adults
36

2011
2010
2009

37.5

39

Junior Jaeda Branch takes first place at the science fair.
40.5

42

36.4
37.4
40.1

2008

41.4
Source: Pew Research Center analysis of American Community
Survey 2008-2011

It was a great experience to
have so many participants and
observers enjoy the holiday performances.
“I love to see the gathering of
people all joyous and excited celebrating in the spirit of Christmas,”
parent Marguerite Crouse said.
Gallery 37 is a performing arts program that offers an
opportunity for dancing, acting,
singing, culinary arts, graphic
video design, painting, sculpturing, and others. There are CPS
teachers along with professionals
who work in those fields to help
improve and perfect one’s craft.
It’s as if you attend two schools.

Please turn to page 15 for

SCIENCE FAIR
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continued from page 9

lion new accounts per day) across all age groups and demographics in nearly
every major country around the world.
• • •
The cloud-computing field has seen a lot of activity this year. Tech giants such
as Google and Oracle launched cloud services, while others like DropBox and
Amazon continued to spruce up their existing services.
• • •
Tablet computers become the fastest adopted technology hardware with a 10
percent adoption rate in 2.5 years. Bear in mind that the existing tablet market
only began in 2010 with the first iPad.
• • •
Internet data usage in the United States jumped 120 percent in the past year
— and a third of that usage was in Netflix alone.
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Birthdays have particular importance to most

By Jacob Webb
and Brandon Ringo

Some people feel that birthdays can be waste of time and
won’t affect everyone like how it
does that one person. Also, there
hink birthdays are
are those who feel like it is just
important? Just take a
not that big of a deal to make out
walk down the school hallway
of a particular anniversary regardand there will
ing existence.
be at least one
“You
locker festooned
can ask the
with colorful
same question
ribbon, printed
about a national
More people celebrate their birthdays in August than in any
photographs
holiday,” senior
(complete with
Davante Jones
other month (about 9 percent of all people). The two other
duckface pose),
said. “[Birthdays]
months that rate high for birthdays are July and September.
balloons, and
shouldn’t be
a message
celebrated because
wall. And all of
once you are gone,
December 25 is the least common birthday out of all the
this courtesy
that day isn’t going
days of the year save the one that doesn’t even occur annually
of what’s been
to matter to anyone
-- February 29, according to Harvard University’s Amitabh
done countless
anyway. There are
billions upon
billions of people
Chandra who analyzed and published the data in 2006.
billions of times
in the world; what
September 16 comes in at the other end of the spectrum, as the
in human history:
makes you think
most common date for babies to be born.
being born.
that they care about
How do you
one day of the year
feel when it’s
that is irrelevant to
Close to 2 billion birthday cards are sent each year in the
your birthday?
them.”
U.S. alone, accounting for nearly 58 percent of all cards sent.
“Excited” is what
While the exact
many people say
number is unknown,
when asked, but
it is probable that
The world's largest birthday cake was created in 1989 for
usually because
roughly 18,375,323
the 100th Birthday of the city of Fort Payne, Alabama.
it’s an excuse to
people, roughly
focus solely on
(1/365 of the world)
The cake weighed 128,238 lbs., 8 oz. and used 16,209
oneself.
celebrate birthdays
pounds of icing.
Birthdays
on any given day
only come once
of the year. The
a year (duh!)
celebration of a
The most famous rendition of “Happy Birthday to You”
birthday is meant to
and it should be
is when actress Marilyn Monroe sang”Happy Birthday, Mr
a special time,
bring happiness and
President” to President John F. Kennedy at Madison
but it seems
celebrate your life
like many often
and making it to anSquare Garden on May 19, 1962.
forget the sigother year. Birthdays
don’t have to be
nificance of this
The Sultan of Brunei hosted the world's most expensive
annual event.
celebrated with a big
To some,
party or lavish gifts,
Birthday Party to celebrate his 50th birthday on July 13,
birthdays are a
but being around
1996. The cost was a $27.2 million. Three concerts, featurway of showing
family and friends
ing Michael Jackson, cost $16 million.
you have gotten
is what makes a
birthday a wonderful
a little older
Anne Frank's world famous diary was given to her as a
(hopefully wiser,
thing to celebrate.
present for her 13th birthday.
too), but for
But to most
those who have
Americans, birthdays

T

already enjoyed a lot of b-days,
less attention is likely desired.
To others, it’s just another
day of just being alive and should
not be celebrated at all. Still
others feel it is up to the birthday
boy or girl and how they feel.

are usually considered to be a
very special day, where you party,
have fun with friends, and family.
“Celebrating my birthday is
important because it makes me
feel good and celebrating my
matureness over the past year,”
said senior Christian Bell. “I like
to hang with my friends, and I like
to hang around people my age.
My favorite birthday is when I was
3-years-old and I went to Chuck
E. Cheese’s. My favorite gift was
a $100 bill, and I was so shocked
that I didn’t think it was real.”
Typically, American birthdays
are characterized by parties featuring a cake with lit candles (one
for each day of the person’s life),
singing “Happy Birthday to You”

B-Day facts

(which first appeared in a songbook in 1924), and sometimes,
spankings (a North American
tradition that is generally a sign
of good luck and is reminiscent of
the way that doctors pat the bottoms of newborn infants).
There is also the birthday
greeting card; the average person
receives more than 20 greeting
cards in a year, about one-third of
which are birthday cards, according to the Greeting Card Association, a trade association for the
industry.
There is often special em-

Please turn to page 13 for

CELEBRATING
BIRTHDAYS

Birthday traditions
of world cultures
Canadian: In Atlantic Canada (Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island and Newfoundland) the birthday
child is ambushed and their nose is greased for
good luck. The greased nose makes the child too
slippery for bad luck to catch them. Regarding the
cake, a wrapped coin might be found between the layers of the
birthday cake (whoever finds it is the first to get a turn at all the
party games).
Danish: In Denmark, presents are placed around
the child’s bed while they are sleeping so that they
will see them immediately when waking up. Also,
a flag is flown outside a window to designate that
someone living in that house is having a birthday.
Indian: On a Hindu child’s first birthday, his or her
head is shaved while being held by a special fire.
Removal of the hair cleanses the child of any evil
in past lives, symbolizing a renewal of the soul.
Usually on the day of the birthday, the child will
wear very colorful clothing to school and will pass out chocolates
to the entire class. The child will also kneel and touch their parents’ feet as a sign of respect. They then all visit a shrine, where
they pray and the child is blessed.
Japanese: Certain birthdays in Japan are more
important than others (the 3rd, 5th, and 7th).
During these special birthdays, Japanese children
participate in the upcoming Shichi-go-san Festival (meaning the "Seven-Five-Three" Festival),
celebrated annually on November 15. During this festival, children
and their families visit a shrine or other place of worship and will
give thanks to God for their health and strength, and ask to be

Please turn to page 12 for

B-DAYS AROUND THE WORLD

Staples of the American birthday party
BIRTHDAY SONG
“Happy Birthday to You” began its
life in 1893. Written by two sisters from
Kentucky, Mildred and Patty Hill, it was
originally entitled “Good Morning to All,”
and intended as a classroom greeting from
teachers to students:
Good morning to you
Good morning to you
Good morning, dear children
Good morning to all.
“Happy Birthday to You” first appeared in a songbook in 1924, edited by
Robert H. Coleman. The words were presented as an alternate second stanza to
“Good Morning to You” (perhaps Cole-

man was the uncredited lyricist?). Aided
by the advent of radio and sound movies,
this new stanza became hugely popular
and soon overshadowed the original lyric.
By the mid-’30s, the celebratory tune had
appeared in several films and a Broadway
musical, and had been used for Western
Union’s first singing telegram.
BIRTHDAY CAKES
The history of cakes and candles began
in Ancient Greece. The Greeks made round
cakes to honor Artemis, the goddess of the
moon. They often decorated it with either
1 lit candle or several to represent the glow
of the moon.
The first birthday cake was believed
to have been made in Germany in the

middle ages. The Germans used the cake
to celebrate the birthdays of young children and called the celebration Kinderfest.
BIRTHDAY CANDLES
The Greeks, attributed by many to have
first used candles on cake, also believed
that the smoke from the lit candles carried
their prayers and wishes to their Gods who
lived in the skies.
There is also the superstition to
make a silent wish and blow out all the
candles at one time so the wish comes
true. Many believe if the candles are not
blown out in one breath or if the wish
is told to anyone else, it will not come
true.
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Many have phobias, but fight them in different ways
Top phobias among the US population

By Crystal Wells
and Nicole Edwards

H

airy Spiders. Slithering
Snakes. Tall buildings.
Cramped elevators. Dark rooms.
Flying in a jet plane.
Does the mere mention
of these words make your skin
crawl? If so, you probably have a
fear or phobia regarding one or
more of these situations or things.
A phobia is a persistent, irrational fear of a specific object,
activity, or situation that leads to a
compelling desire to avoid it.
There are 6.3 million Americans with a diagnosed phobia,
according to the National Institute of Mental Health. The most
common phobia is a fear of public
speaking, or glossophobia. Listed
at No. 2 is necrophobia (fear of
death).
“My phobia is height,” said
Wayne Wheat, a senior, referring
to hypsiphobia (fear of height).
“I’m not really sure why I’m afraid
it just happened ever since I was
little.” “I was at Navy Pier on
the rope thing, and my foot got
stuck; I almost fell. After that, I
went to Chuckie E. Cheese up
in the tunnels and got lost, and
ever since then I was afraid.
This all occurred recently, but
I already overcome my fear by
facing it and found out there’s
nothing to be afraid of.”
Some people have the
strangest fear, but it also starts at
a young age.
“I used to be afraid of
donkeys,” said Cashmere Cozart,
a senior, about her zoophobia
(fear of animals). “ My dad made
me go to the petting zoo, and
he also made me touch the
donkey. The donkey also bit me,
so I never saw one again. My
memory faded, so I’ve overcome
my fear.”
Some say experiences that
their parents have endured have

contributed to
their personal
fears.
“I’m afraid
of getting hurt
by someone,”
freshmen Aaliyah Gray said
(agliophobia: fear
of pain). “Ever
since I saw my
mother get hurt
so many times, I
don’t want to go
through [the same
thing]. I was afraid
of this before anything happened;
I would want to
overcome my fear
because when I’m Source: National
in a relationship, I
don’t want it to happen to me.”
Unfortunately, as we live in a
world filled with violence, many of
us live with fear of the end.
“I’m [afraid] of violence,
because it leads to death,”
sophomore Dwaine Marshall said
(agliophobia). “ When my brother
got killed, I started to be afraid of
violence. I got shot in my knee all
because of violence. It happened
before I was afraid of it, but I’m
more affected now.”
Tariq Harding, a freshmen, is
very religious about God, but he
is wary.
“I’m not scared of God, [but]
I fear him because of [the] respect
[the gives],” Harding said (zeusophobia: fear of God or gods).
“He has the most power in the
world, He can do anything. I don’t
want to overcome him--he’s too
powerful.
Fear, phobia, superstition, or
whatever we call it, can push us
forward or pull us down.
“I’m afraid of repeating the
same grade,” said Deion Fields,
a junior (atychiphobia: fear of

Please turn to page 13 for

PHOBIAS

No. 1

Fear of public speaking – Glossophobia

74 percent

No. 2
No. 3
No. 4

Fear of death – Necrophobia

68 percent

Fear of spiders – Arachnophobia

30.5 percent

Fear of darkness – Achluophobia, Scotophobia
or Myctophobia

11 percent

No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10

Fear of heights – Acrophobia

10 percent

Fear of people or social situations – Sociophobia

7.9 percent

Fear of flying – Aerophobia

6.5 percent

Fear of confined spaces – Claustrophobia

2.5 percent

Fear of open spaces – Agoraphobia

2.2 percent

Fear of thunder and lightning – Brontophobia

2.0 percent

Institute of Mental Health

B-DAYS AROUND THE WORLD
continued from page 11

blessed with continued wellbeing in the future and a long
life (this is due to the fact that
a long time ago children died
before their 3rd, 5th or 7th
birthdays). For this occasion,
girls and boys always dress in
their finest clothes, which may
be traditional kimonos.
Mexican: In
Mexico, kids
love to have
pinata’s at their
birthday. A
pinata is usually made out of
paper mache (usually in the form
of an animal or object), is filled
with goodies and hung from
the ceiling or a tree branch. The
birthday child is blindfolded and
hits the pinata until it is cracked
open and all the goodies fall
out. All the children then get to
share the goodies. Also, when a
daughter reaches her 15th birth-

day (which is called a “quinceanera”), the birthday is celebrated with
a special mass in her honor. This celebration often includes a religious
ceremony at church, in which the
young lady recognizes her heritage
and her spiritual journey. A party is
then given to introduce her to everyone as a young woman, and the
father may dance a waltz with her. In
Mexico there are two celebrations
you have for your birthday. The first
one is for your name or saint’s day,
which on this day you attend church
and a priest blesses you. Then
you go home to have a party that
includes relatives and close family
friends. The saint’s day party is much
quieter and more formal.

days they have huge parties
which have up to 100 guests
or more. On their birthdays
they have a feast consisting of
an entire roasted cow or goat.
They also serve a dish called
“jollof rice” which is rice with
tomatoes, red peppers, and
onions plus cassava which is
similar to sweet potato.

Nigerian: In
Nigeria the 1st,
5th, 10th and 15th
birthdays are considered extremely
special events. On these birth-

Russian:
Instead of a
birthday cake,
many Russian
children receive
a birthday pie with a birthday
greeting carved into the crust.
In school, teachers often give
a gift to the student having a
birthday. Children usually will
play a game that features a
clothesline. What they do is
hang prizes from the clothesline and each guest gets to cut
down a prize to take home.

my homies ran down the hill,” he
said.
But of course, a huge plus
for kids is when snowfall is great
enough to close schools, just like
in 2011. Most districts across Illinois were closed, Chicago Public

Schools included, and didn’t
reopen for two days.
“I was just happy we were
out of school because of the
snowstorm,” student Deion Fields
said, “even though we had to
make up those days.”

SNOW MEMORIES
continued from page 6

next thing I know I was trapped in
the snow. I had to wait a whole 15
minutes for my parents to come
find me.”
In February of 2011, Chicago
experienced another uniquely
powerful blizzard, during which
21.2 inches of snow fell. The
storm, which had 60 mile-perhour winds and even cracks of
thunder and lightening, knocked
out power and even blew out
windows. It took hours for many
to get home in the storm, but
for many children it was a winter
wonderland after the storm.
“I went outside to the park
across the street from my house

to make a snow angel,” student
Regine Hoover said. “I was pretty
cold, too.”
For many other children, it
was just another day being in the
house and laying in the bed until
you get a wake up call and lets
just say it wasn’t the most pleasant wake up call.
“I remember when I was in
fifth grade,” student Byron Patterson said. “My daddy woke me up
at 12 a.m. and had the audacity
to pick me up and throw me in
the biggest pile of snow outside
and all had on was boxers! That
had to be the worse experience I
ever had with snow.”

OLD FARMER’S
ALMANAC
PREDICTION: MEH
JANUARY 2013: temperature
30°average; precipitation 2.5"; Jan 1-5:
Snow showers, cold; Jan 6-9: Snowstorm,
then flurries, cold; Jan 10-15: A shower,
mild; Jan 16-19: Snow showers, cold; Jan
20-26: Showers, mild; Jan 27-31: Sunny,
then snow showers, mild.

Many traditions during the
snow season include putting
up the Christmas trees, having
snow ball fights, building snowman, and going sledding. Most
of these traditions seem to stop
after reaching a certain age unfortunately.
Students explained that they
loved the snow season because
this means the closer it is to
Christmas and New Year’s. Without snow around, it doesn’t make
the holidays as special for some.
“One winter, me and my family made the humongous snowman,” student Shaina Thompson
said. “He had a scarf, hat, gloves,
everything a snowman needed.
But the next day he melted away;
I was mad we had put all that
work in for nothing, but it was fun
while it lasted.”
Without snow, many children
wouldn’t have as much fun as
they would during the grim winter
months. Most families make
snowmen, snow angels, and they
even go sledding. Student Matthew Glass said it’s the time for
him and his friends to do some
pretty wild things.
“I went to a park downtown
and it had a big hill and me and

REMEMBER THIS BLIZZARD? As predicted by weather
forecasters, the “perfect” storm of wintery weather arrived
practically on cue in the early afternoon of Tuesday, February
1, 2011 featuring high winds and near-white out conditions.
(EMPEHI News file photo)
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Picking the best deep dish is difficult
By Kendrick Wilson
and Deante Taylor

N

ew York City says its
hotdogs are the best,
Philadelphia loves its cheesesteak
sandwiches, New Orleans
features its fried beignets, and
Memphis has its famed smokey
barbecue.

What’s Chicago famous for?
Please. Deep dish pizza is what
we’re known across the globe.
This thick, cheesy, greasy, crusty,
slab of tasty goodness can really
only be found here, in the Windy
City. Sure, you can find pizza just
about anywhere, but, really, is it
anything like home?
Deep dish pizza, also known
as Chicago-style pizza, was born

Getting to know
your pizza
New York Style

One of the main characteristics of New York style
pizza is its thin, chewy crust. Many might say that it’s
not New York style unless it leaves those yellow trails
of oil running down your elbow when you eat it. And
typical New Yorkers fold the pizza up on it’s sides to eat.
DEFINING CHARACTERISTIC: New York pizzeria always
cut their pies across its diameter, leaving big, triangularshaped slices.

Thin Crust (Chicago Style)

The texture of a true thin crust is crispy on the outside,
yet soft inside. The toppings and cheese are modestly
applied and not piled up high and a thinner sauce usually
works best. DEFINING CHARACTERISTIC: In Chicago,
these pizzas are almost always cut in perpendicular lines,
ending up with little square bites.

Deep Dish Pizza

Chicago style pizza is usually eaten with a knife and fork
rather than the hands because it is so thick and heavy.
The dough is not really thick, but has a biscuit-like texture
and has raised high on the sides of deep dish pans to
hold all of the ingredients. The cheese is placed directly
on the dough, and the top is cheesed and sauced with a
chunky sauce with a light sprinkling of cheese scattered
on top of the sauce. DEFINING CHARACTERISTIC: Huge,
heavy pieces, with sauce and cheese on the top.

Stuffed Pizza

Some people confuse a stuffed pizza with Chicago style.
While they may look similar, they are quite different.
Stuffed pizzas start with a medium thick dough/ crust
and then some sauce, toppings and a layer of cheese are
added. A separate (much thinner) layer of dough is then
placed on top of the toppings and then given another,
and greater, application of sauce and cheese on top of
the pizza. DEFINING CHARACTERISTIC: This creates a
lasagna-like pie, with a layer of crust just beneath the top
layer of sauce.

Now, match the pizza with the four types
listed above. The answers are on page 14.

here at Pizzaria Uno, founded by
Ike Sewell in 1943. The restaurant
currently resides at 29 East Ohio
Street. This typically has a buttery
cornbread crust, piled high with
gooey mozzarella cheese, and a
chunky, sweet tomato sauce. That’s
the basic pie; you can get pretty
much whatever you want on it.
Is Uno’s the only place to
get it? No way! There’s Gino’s
East, Pizzeria Due’s, Lou Malnati’s,
Giordano’s, My Pie, Pizzeria Deepo,
and many, many others. Some do
it well, others, not so much, but ask
anyone, and they have a favorite.

“Giordano’s has the best deep
dish pizza, hands down,” said
Henzelo Barner, a junior here at
Morgan Park. “They have the perfect combination between sauce,
meat, and cheese, and the first bite
you take is breath-taking.”
Giordano's Pizza is one of
the front-runners for people's
favorite pie in Chicago. And, with
all the long lines and busy nights,
it may appear as if it is at least
one of the best restaurants in the
city. But others disagree.
“Uno’s Pizzeria deep dish pizza
is jaw-dropping; it is so delicious

that it makes want to eat pizza for
breakfast, lunch, and dinner,” said
Jareem Flemming, a junior. “I have
only been there about four times
in my entire life, but I have to say,
the pizza was delicious. Too bad I
can’t eat too much of it during the
football season.”
Some prefer a local spot that
is actually more well-known for its
thin crust treat.
“I believe that Beggars has
the best deep-dish pizza in the

Please turn to page 14 for

DEEP DISH

MYSPACE4CHRIST
continued from page 4

passed out fortune cookies with
scriptures as well as gospel tracts
hidden inside.
Students Bria Brown, Blessing
Ikoro, Jasmine Johnson, and Noelle Klyce worked on the poster
as well as selecting the scripture.
“The purpose of this poster
board is to raise awareness among
nonbelievers and remind believers
that Jesus Christ is the reason that
we celebrate Christmas,” Joseph
wrote in an email. “He is the Son
of God and the greatest gift to
mankind. This gift of love was too
big to sit under any tree.”

The poster, which many
students stopped and signed,
features a biblical verse from Isaiah 9:5-6 which foretells the birth
of the Messiah.
“The idea of the poster board
was to spark spiritual curiosity and
attention to Our Lord and Saviors
cause for birth, reason for death,”
the sponsor wrote, “and hope for
a future to all that believe and accept him as their savior.
She added that it was hoped
that someone would become
curious enough to ask questions
about Christ “which would lead

them to becoming a believer and
share the peace, love, and joy
that surpasses all understanding,
that all believers share in Christ.”
Upcoming events include a
“Movie and a Meal Evening at
the Park” (Morgan Park H.S.) on
Thursday, March 28, 2013. The
location is pending and will be
announced at a later date. They
also are planning a “Fun with
Family and Friends Day at the
Park” on Friday, May, 24, 2013.
New members will be inducted into MySpace4Christ on
Monday, June 3, 2013.

CELEBRATING BIRTHDAYS
continued from page 11

phasis when reaching a particular
age. Typically, in American culture,
there is a child’s 1st birthday, then
there is the Sweet 16, with other
milestones being 21-years-old,
then 50, 75, and, gasp, 100. Some
add significance at each and every
decade (30, 40, 60, etc.).
And as if celebrating these
anniversaries with a party isn’t
enough, some celebrate certain
dates even more so than others.
Consider “golden” birthdays
which are observed when one
turns the age of the date they
were born (e.g. a person turns

18 on the 18th of November or
a person turns 21 on the 21st
of September). It is said to be
that person’s greatest year of
luck and prosperity, thus it’s also
referred to as a "Lucky Birthday,"
"Champagne Birthday," or "Star
Birthday."
Some students believe that
the golden birthday is unnecessary and that it is no different
from regular birthdays.
“[Birthdays are] important
[because they represent] the celebration of life which is a miracle,”
senior Edmund McGrueder said.

“Every birthday is important--not
just the golden birthday--it is just
another birthday. Every birthday is
a special birthday equally to me.”
Some believe that the golden
birthday is only for when you have
accomplished something. They
see the golden birthday more
as a “bucket list” more than a
special birthday.
“For me, it all depends on
if a person has accomplished
anything,” senior Cameron Austin
said. “[I also feel] it depends on
how a person views their accomplishments.”

Another senior, Jardan Harrod, believes he was never to be
meant to be a failure (atychiphobia), but still has something of an
obsession to be a winner--essentially a phobia of losing.
“It doesn’t feel right, nor
does it sit right for me,” he

said. “[I felt this way] when I
was little; my older use to beat
me in everything, and it is still
discourag[ing]..., so I will overcome by beating everyone, winning, and never giving up.”

PHOBIAS

continued from page 12

failure). “Think[ing] about other
people’s opinions and what they
say [if it were to happen]. I’ve
been afraid of this since I was in
7th grade, but I [will] keep doing
my work to keep this from happening.”

Don’t procrastinate with prom dress planning
Four months before

•Start shopping for your dress; hit the department stores, local boutiques, or search online.

Three months before •Order your dream dress

A

C

Two months before

•Make an alteration appointment
•Order shoes
•Purchase accessories to match your dress

One month before

•Order make-up that matches your dress
•Break in your shoes by wearing them around the house all
day

Three weeks before

•Have your dress tailored

Two weeks before

•Try on tailored dress and make any
necessary changes

One week before

•Take your dress home and keep it in a safe, dry place

B

D

SOURCE: www.promdressshop.com
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You got pwned!
Video game review: NBA2K13
By Tyrone Lawson

E

very year since fall of
2008, 2K Sports has
published an updated National
Basketball Association (NBA)
video game, with 2K13 being
released back in October.
In 2010, the publisher won
the award for most sold copies of
the basketball simulation in a year
with 2K11.
Once again, they’ve topped
themselves; it’s more than people
expected.
“One of the greatest 2Ks
ever,” said Tremel Hughes, a
senior and video game enthusiast.
It blew away sales of 2K11,
the previous record-holder, up 49
percent in initial units sold, setting
a new franchise sales record.
Reviews have been nothing but great. The realistic game
received an IGN review of 9.1/10,
the game is now more realistic because of the right thumbstick-based
dribble stick. The dribble stick
allows users to do smooth complex
moves with a flick of the joystick.
Another way the game has
become more realistic is because of
Signature Skills which each player
has. Whether it’s Corner Specialist,
Finisher, or Closer, each player has
his own unique specialty.
Another game play option is
“My Player,” which is when you
get to create your very own rookie
and update your skills.

“I love playing My Player,”
gamer Julian Tripp said.
In My Player mode, the user
can do things, such as choose
what clothes your avatar wears,
choose what team he wants to attend, and choose your salary cap.
This latest version has tried to
make the game as realistic as possible. Although My Player is popular, many people prefer play against
a friend in the multi-player option,
where people pick their own teams
and battle it out for the win.
This simulation also has a full
music track just for this game, featuring popular artists like Jay-Z,
Justin Bieber, and Kayne West.
Another game play mode
that is unique is the Blacktop,
where you can play 1-on-1 or
5-on-5. You can also play Dunk
Contest or 3-Point Shootout.
In the Blacktop mode, rules
change and the game play goes
from pro-ball to street ball. Also in
the Blacktop, you can battle it out
with your own exclusive My Player
and see which one of you will
become a street legend.
Other modes consist of Season Mode and The Association.
The Season consists of someone picking their favorite team
and completing a full 82 games
with them and then going to the
Championship to have a chance
to win a ring.
The Association is where 2K
shows even more real-world fea-

COACHING CAREER
continued from page 16

kid will come to your school.”
The average salary for a Division 1 high-major head coach is
$400,000 per year.
Surprisingly, the coaching business is not a profession
that is hard to get into. Most
head coaches started as either
graduate assistants, managers, or
athletes themselves and once you
are in you will always be able to
find a school in need of a coach.
Coach Garrett played college
football at Illinois State University,
where he was a four year starter
at wide receiver. After graduating

he began coaching an neighborhood team in Indiana. Soon after
he became coach at Providence
St. Mel for 5 years before getting
his first college coaching job.
“I started out as an A.A.U.
and high school coach”, Garrett
said, “ once one of my old coaching partners got a head coaching
job he offered mean assistant
coaching job at Siena College. After a successful year at Siena we
were offered the job at Seton Hall
in New Jersey. After a couple of
stops at other school I eventually
made it back to DePaul.”

DEEP DISH

continued from page 13

entire country,” said sophomore
Marcellous Freeman. “Although
sometimes they use too much
sauce, the pizza is still top-notch
and very, very tasty. My grandfather works at the Beggars out
in Richton Park, so every time
he comes over he brings me a
couple slices of the deep dish,
and I never turn it down.”
The original Beggars Pizza
restaurant opened in Blue Island,
Illinois at the intersection of Western Avenue and 127th street in
September of 1976.

Pizza
Identification
Answers from
page 14

One teacher who says he
could live on pizza admits it’s difficult to pick his favorite with so
many varieties to choose from.
“I suppose there are three that
are the unquestionably the best in
Chicago,” said journalism teacher
Keith Majeske, a long-time pizza
fan. “There’s Uno’s, of course, then
there’s Gino’s East, but my favorite
right now is Lou Malnati’s--my wife
and I get a large deep dish, with
their signature butter crust, plus
extra sauce and the spinach-garlic
mix every other week. Mmmmm.”

A Thin Crust (Chicago Style)
B New York Style
C Stuffed Pizza
D Deep Dish (Chicago Style)

tures, such as having to work with
a salary cap for the entire team,
all-year practices that you have to
schedule, and the option of trading a player--just like the pros!
However, these two modes
are often the least played in the
game, because you can’t play
with anyone else.
Last, but not least, is the
Online Mode. This is where you
can connect online and play
against anyone around the world.
In Online Mode, people battle it
out with their favorite team to see
who comes out on top.
Overall 2K13 is the best professional basketball video game of
the year, hands down. It has grown
more and more over the years, and
now it’s as real as it can possibly be.

How can the NBA 2K series get any more real?

Basketball games
have come a long
way from atari

T

oday’s video game console releases
are hyper-realistic, but many younger
players hardly notice the breathtaking
improvements that have taken place in the
gaming industry over the last 30 years.
Even with games like the NBA 2K series,
the graphics have been awesome since what
seems like forever.
If you’ve really followed the series, it
kicked off in 1999 on the Sega Dreamcast
console, but even then the game play was
pretty great, and the players looked like, well,
players.
But going back to the first basketball
simulation, it’s difficult to tell what sport is
actually being played. Check out the 1979
title, Basketball (clever, right?), which was published by Atari for its 2600 console. Only two
pixilated players with a square ball on a court
featuring two sticks that I guess are basketball
nets. Wow.
I really love how the game’s packaging
has super-realistic athletes hustling on a court.
I don’t know what that illustration is referring
to, but it’s not Atari’s game.
In 1980, Mattel’s Intellivision console had
a bunch of sports games, but their Basketball
(another great title) actually had teams! Okay,
so it was only 3-on-3, but it was a step up.
Graphics were slightly better featuring pixilated arms and legs that actually moved. Hey,
and the nets looked sort of like nets.
Throw in the weird, robotic voice over
announcing when there was a score, and that’s
what passed for realism 32 years ago.
In the late 1980s, Nintendo’s NES took
over, and they had lots of different basketball
simulations by different publishers, including
Konami’s Double Dribble in 1987. This version
featured 5-on-5, but had four different teams
(Boston, New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles). Wow, so real! At least these electronic
guys had something like human form--not like
Atari’s boxy robots.
Quality inched its way forward in the
1990s. Tecmo, for the NES, famous for its Super Bowl series, released Tecmo NBA Basketball in ‘92, featuring a rare appearance from
Michael Jordan, plus all current NBA teams
and players from the 1991-1992 NBA season.
Also, the graphics were a bit better, too.
Electronic Arts, famous for the Madden
football series, produced NBA Live 95 in 1994,
and looking at the graphics and game play,
it’s reasonably similar to what we have today.
This was the only real competition to the NBA
2K franchise, but barely; EA Sports last release
was Live 10, and cancelled it’s Live 13 game.

Basketball,

Basketball,

Double

nba

Atari

intellivision

dribble,

live

2600

95,

ea

(1979)

(1980)

konami
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New bleachers the most welcome improvement yet
By Alexandria Porter
and Desiree Freeman

A

t the Mustangs home
game before the winter
intersession, the new bleachers
located in the main boys gym
were revealed to the coaches,
players, students and fans.
Before the vastly improved
seating was installed, fans suffered
with the old wooden bleachers
that were in terrible disrepair,
with some saying they were even
dangerous. Some of the decadesold wooden boards were cracked
and broken, the mechanics that
allowed the benches to telescope
to-and-from their closed position
had generally failed, and only
about 200 fans could squeeze into
the bleachers that were only on
the east side of the gym.
The new ones are far more
spacious, comfortable, and modern. They even provide a better
look for the gym. This model,

A worker installs the metal
framing for the new bleachers.

which has the same five rows as
the original, cost the school upwards of $40,000, but has many
features the old ones lacked: padded benches and metal stairways
with safety handrails. The new
mechanisms are also easy to open
and close.
Coach Terry Johnson,
the head coach of the boys
frosh-soph basketball team was
instrumental in pushing forward
the need to have the aniquated
benches replaced. He secured
a number of proposals that the
administration examined which
helped to make their decision.
The varsity boys basketball
coach, Nick Irvin, was aware that the
installation was going to happen,
but didn’t expect them to be placed
on both sides of the gym room.
“I was very excited to see
the bleachers being installed,”
Irvin said. “It just makes the whole
gym look better, and we’ll probably have more spectators than
before.”
A set of seating was installed
behind both the home and visitors team sections.
Cheerleader Morgan Williams likes the overall look of the
bleachers, but she was a little
disappointed about the rest of
the facility.
“I like how the bleachers, but
I expected it to be a lot more [to
be done],” Williams said. “I don’t
understand how they’re supposed

OUT WITH THE OLD, IN THE WITH NEW. The decadesold wooded benches (left) have been replaced with modern,
comfortable bleachers. Above, fans enjoy the new seating behind
the visitors bench. (Photo by Julian Tripp)
to be remodeling the entire gym,
but they just installed new bleachers. In order to remodel the gym
and floor, they will have to pull
the bleachers up, and then install
them all over again.”
The floors are expected to
be refinished so that the repaired
area will match. One significant
change in the design is that a
large Mustang emblem will be at
center court, rather than the two
smaller horse heads that are presently featured.
Mustang parent Regina
Franklin loves the new look.
“The bleachers are a fantastic

improvement to the school gym,”
Franklin said. “They are safer,
nice-looking, and they project the
image of the pride of the Mustang. They were much needed,
and I am pleased that the school
chose to invest their money into
improving the appearance of the
gym and create a safe environment for the students and fans.”
Senior Tristian Anderson, who
is a girls varsity basketball player,
was also very excited.
“The moment I walked in the
gym, I was at a loss for words,”
Anderson said. “The gym was actually a real gym. Despite the floor

reliability of data, validity of conclusion, estimating experimental
error, originality, quality of visual
presentation, oral presentation,
and the written report.
Winners were determined
by the total points accumulated
that is closest to 100 percent.
The maximum number of points
that can be earned is 99 points.
53 of the points are based on the

scientific method and the overall
Impression of the project. Eight
points are based on display. Another eight points are based on
the oral presentation. The last 30
points are based on the written
report.
There were over 30 poster
boards filling the gym with a
variety of topics ranging from an
analysis on corrosion of metals
(sophomore Mauryell Smith),
to the effect of temperature on
reaction time (junior Ahnnyshia
Hibler), how well detergent works
(sophomore Da’vya McMillan and
senior Larry Bond had the same
subject). The coordinator of the
science fair was science teacher
Glennie King.
The 63rd annual CPS Student
Science Fair will take place on
March 21-24 at the Museum of
Science and Industry. This year’s
theme is “Meeting Global Needs
through Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics.”
Students must design an
experiment to investigate a question or problem, or design or
develop a new model, computer
program, mathematical proof,
and so forth. This is the first year
that students have been able to
enter a project based on design.
There are 16 different
categories that students may
develop a project: aerospace
science, behavioral science,
biochemistry, botany, chemistry,
computer science, earth science, electronics, engineering,
environmental science, health
science, materials science, mathematics, microbiology, physics,
and zoology. The three areas
new this year are astronomy,
consumer science, and cellular
and molecular biology.

being a tad bit raggedy, it looked
halfway decent. It was perfect
timing, too. Both us and the boys
have big home games coming
up, and we want the gym to look
nothing less than presentable.
“It’s probably safe to say that
we won’t have to worry about
dropping our belongings behind
the bleachers to the point of no
return, tripping up the bleachers
and almost losing a tooth, being
cut by broken pieces of wood
chips. It was just what we needed.
The gym looks a lot more modern. You almost can’t even tell it’s
Morgan Park.”

SCIENCE FAIR
continued from page 10

Muhammad (6th place), junior
Kenneth Booker (7th place), 7th
grader Breanna Beck (8th place),
sophomore Kayla Lee (9th place),
and junior DeAnna Kinds (10th
place).
This has been Branch’s third
time entering her “Conducting
the Sun” subject, which is a continuation of her initial experiment.
She has been a finalist each time

since her freshman year, taking
the top spot the last two years.
The fair for high schools in
the Far Southside and Southside
Chicago Public Schools (CPS)
networks are scheduled for Friday,
January 25 at Chicago State
University.
Students were judged on
knowledge gained, scientific approach, experimental approach,

comic corner

By Jerome Fuller

More finalists

# 2. Autumn Wester (9th)

“Yeast Cells”

# 5. Kerry Jones (10th)
“Windmill Efficiency”

# 6. Jasmine Muhammad (12th)

“Effect of Acid on Plants”

# 7. Kenneth Booker (11th)

“Turning Milk Into Plastic”

# 8. Breanna Beck (7th)
“Wrap It Up”
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Mustangs basketball squads
continue to collect wins
B

oth the boys and girls
varsity basketball teams
are enjoying huge success this
season, earning them much
respect among sports writers and
fans alike.
The Mustangs boys varsity
basketball team took home the
Proviso West Holiday Tournament
championship trophy for the first
time last week, easily defeating
the Proviso East Pirates 82-57.
Their only loss (as of Thursday, January 3) came in an out-ofstate tournament game against
Nevada’s Bishop Gorman 83-80,
on December 21.
The Mustangs are 13-1 and
are No. 3 on the Chicago SunTimes Michael O’Brien’s Super 25
rankings (before the Proviso East
victory), with Whitney Young No.
1 and Simeon No. 2.
Today the team is at Brooks,
while tomorrow they play home
against Bogan. MP is scheduled
for their match-up against the
Wolverines on Jan. 16.
The Lady Mustangs varsity
team is also dominating on the
hardwood, racking up a 11-2
record. They are ranked No. 10
in the state, according to Phil
Brozynski’s Super 25 (as of Dec.
30). MP and Young (No. 1) are
the only Chicago Public League
teams to make it onto the list.
Thursday, the girls are
scheduled to play Simeon at
home, while Friday they play in an
away game against Crete Illinois
Lutheran.

SPORTS

Coaching can be
a dream job for some
who have the time
By William Garrett

W

Senior forward William Garrett jams another bucket during
the rout against Chicago International Charter Hawkins. The
Mustangs boys varsity basketball team won the non-conference
game by a score of 115-35 on December 12.

hen dream jobs
come to mind,
college coaching isn’t usually
everyone’s first choice, but many
don’t realize how high paying
and exciting the career is.
College coaches have a
significant amount of control
over the team they coach.
They not only coach the team,
but are also responsible for
finding players to make up
that team. The amount of time
coaches spend with college
student athletes puts them in
the position to influence those
young people on a daily basis.
College coaches carry a
high profile and, therefore,
have a duty to carry themselves professionally as they
represent the college that
employs them.
“As a college coach, you
have to be willing to dedicate
your life to improving and
making a difference in the lives
of the student athletes you
coach,” said Bill Garrett, assistant coach for the University
of DePaul’s men’s basketball
team, who is also my father.
“It’s not only a sacrifice that
you have to make, [but] your
family has to be willing to deal
with all the time you will have
to spend away from the house.

If you have children, you may
have to miss games birthdays
and things like that, but that
doesn’t compare to the opportunities that your family is
given or the difference you
make in the lives of the student
athletes you work with.”
In order be a successful
coach at any level in college
sports you must not only be a
great coach, you also a great
recruiter. What good is being a
great coach if you have subpar
athletes on your team?
“Besides being a good
teacher and mentor for the
student athletes you coach, you
must be able to get the best
high school athletes to play for
the program that you are working for,” Garrett said. “This is
probably the hardest part of
coaching. You not only have to
appeal to the athlete you are recruiting, you must make the family feel that this is the best place
for their child to go to school.
“Usually the mother is
the most important person in
the recruiting process. If you
can impress the mother to the
point where she feels your program is the best place for her
baby, nine times out of ten the
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EMPEHI News Valentine ad form: In order to place an ad, you must complete this form, inserting the characters AND spaces between the words you
want printed in the grid below. However, EMPEHI News WILL edit the ad for any lascivious, slanderous, nefarious, gang-related, defamatory words or
phrases. One line minimum. NO REFUNDS. COMPLETE/RETURN THIS FORM TO MR. MAJESKE IN ROOM 326A AT THE BEGINNING OR END OF THE SCHOOL DAY, NO LATER THAN JANUARY 16.

10¢ per full/partial line used

To My Valentine: _____________________________

From/Love,
(YOUR NAME HERE; NO CHARGE FOR YOUR NAME)

(For receipt purposes) Your Name and Division ________________________

